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Executive Summary 

The thesis focuses on the question of which measures NSR can take in order to keep its current members and 

attract new ones at the same time. It also asks how NSR can strengthen its organizational identity, what NSR 

should do to gain a competitive advantage of its competitors and how NSR can develop a marketing 

communications strategy that efficiently promotes the values and advantages of NSR. Qualitative and 

quantitative data has been collected in the form of interviews and a survey to obtain knowledge about how 

NSR’s members perceive the club and what they expect as well. 

The thesis starts by defining the roles and relationship between NSR and the board of directors. This led to 

the definition that the members have two roles; 1) members, and 2) customers. A stakeholder analysis 

followed in order to identify that it is NSR’s members who are the most important stakeholders and NSR 

should therefore remember to fulfill their needs. 

From here the thesis moves into analyzing NSR’s organizational identity and culture to discover how to 

strengthen NSR’s identity. Schein’s organizational culture theory is used to analyze the assumptions, values 

and artifacts of NSR. Based on the findings a value statement, along with a mission and vision were created 

for NSR as this strengthens the identity. NSR’s leadership is also analyzed to see who should set the 

direction of the organization.  As the BoD are the leaders it is their responsibility to lead the way.  

Having discovered how to strengthen NSR’s identity the thesis moves on analyzing the riding club industry 

using Porter’s 5 Forces, along with a competitor analysis and a SWOT analysis of NSR. This is used to gain 

an overview of NSR’s competitive advantages. NSR’s main possibility to differentiate itself is through 

promotion as this is an unused strategy in the riding club industry. 

The last part analyzes and discusses how NSR can promote their values and advantages by developing a 

marketing communications strategy. Here it is argued that NSR’s main communication channels should be 

its website, its Facebook group, advertisements and – most importantly – itself as an experience. 

At last the thesis concludes that in order for NSR to keep their current members and also attract new 

members NSR needs to become visible. This has been done by developing a value statement along with 

setting the strategic direction of the organization by creating a mission and vision. NSR’s primary 

differentiation possibility is the opportunity to promote its strong identity, values and competitive 

advantages. In order to successfully promote itself, NSR should focus on using Facebook, NSR’s website, 

experience-based communication and advertising in local papers and magazines. The message should be 

clear, consistent and informative; letting riders know why NSR should be their preferred club in District 2.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem background 

In Denmark there were about 68628 registered equestrian riders in 2014 (Appendix A). These 

registered riders are all members of a riding club under the sports federation Dansk Ride 

Forbund/Danish Equestrian Federation (DRF). Currently there are 470 different riding clubs spread 

across 16 districts in Denmark. Zealand is divided into five districts, whereas Northern Zealand is 

District 2. In District 2, there are 40 registered clubs pr. 13
th

 November 2015. These clubs all 

compete against each other for members. 

One of the clubs in District 2 is Nordsjællands Sports Rideklub/Northern Zealand’s Equestrian 

Riding Club (NSR). NSR is based in Fredensborg and leases the facilities of Farasi Riding Center. 

This means that people, who have their horse(s) stabled at Farasi, need to be a member of NSR to 

use the facilities. 

In 2005 NSR had 390 members in total (URL 1). Two years later, in 2007, NSR had a slight 

increase in members and reached a total of 400 members. This has been the highest number of 

members from 2005 and until now. Despite the loss of members, NSR remains one of the biggest 

riding clubs in District 2. With a membership number of 290, NSR currently ranks as the fourth 

biggest riding club out of the 40 clubs in the district (Appendix B). 

It is beneficial for NSR to increase their membership numbers, as the club receives grants pr. 

member. So the more members NSR has, the more money NSR will have to organize activities for 

its members. Also, for a voluntary club, members are what keeps the organization alive and active. 

The more members the more help the organization can get when creating arrangements and/or 

competitions for its members. Consequently NSR seeks to attract more members, which was 

mentioned at the general assembly in February 2015 (Appendix N). 

1.2 Purpose 

NSR’s membership hunt proposed an interesting problem that could be used for the thesis. The 

problem covers the areas in communication and marketing that have been taught during the first, 

second and third semester while studying International Business Communication/Multicultural 

Communication in Organizations. NSR needs to take a look at both the culture and identity of the 
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organization, figure out how it can differentiate itself from similar riding clubs to gain a competitive 

advantage and find the most efficient strategy to communicate this to their stakeholders. The 

purpose of the project is to identify NSR’s identity, including culture and values, to identify NSR’s 

competitive advantages and then to develop a marketing communications strategy that allows NSR 

to efficiently communicate these elements to stakeholders. 

1.3 Northern Zealand’s Equestrian Riding Club (NSR) 

The problem background provided general information to the problem NSR has in terms of 

declining membership numbers. This section will focus on providing background information about 

NSR. This is necessary in order to have enough information before developing a research question. 

1.3.1 Describing NSR 

As mentioned in the introduction NSR is an equestrian riding club based in Fredensborg, Denmark. 

NSR has address at Farasi Riding Center, where the club leases the facilities and organizes its 

activities for the members e.g. courses and equestrian competitions. It was founded in February 

1982 (URL 2) and has always stayed located in the same postal area even though it has had a few 

different addresses. Currently, in 2015, there are 290 members although it should be mentioned that 

the membership numbers in 2015 for NSR will not be finally known until the beginning of 2016. 

The table below shows how the membership numbers are divided according to age (URL 1). 

Girls 

0-12 

Girls 

13-18 

Ladies 

19-24 

Ladies 

25-59 

Boys 

0-12 

Boys 

13-18 

Men 

19-24 

Men 

25-59 

Passive 

52 76 40 100 5 2 0 7 8 

  

Looking at the table it becomes apparent that NSR is a female dominated riding club. NSR only has 

seven active male members compared with 275 active female members. NSR has three membership 

types; junior (age 0-18), senior (age 19+) and passive. 
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Looking at this diagram over membership numbers for 2015, the biggest membership group is the 

senior group with 51% while the junior group has 46% of the members. Passive members are 

people who would like to support the club as a member and perhaps join the board and/or 

committees but who do not use their membership for anything else. The members who choose to be 

passive members could also be a parent to one or more children who are members e.g. Majbritt 

Paulson (Appendix D). A passive membership costs 250DKK/year while a junior membership costs 

300DKK/year and a senior costs 450DKK/year (URL 3). It is possible to buy half-year 

memberships as well at half price. 

A NSR membership offers several benefits (URL 3): 

 It is possible to start at all NSR’s own competitions 

 Being a member of a riding club enables a rider to participate in other competitions on 

district level and above. 

 The possibility to participate in NSR’s internal championships and ranking lists 

 Transportation reimbursement 

 The opportunity to use NSR facilities (the outdoors jumping and dressage arena) 

 When starting championships – either team or individual – NSR gives a nice saddle pad 

with NSR’s logo. 

During competitions members can volunteer to help with one of the helper posts. In return for 

helping a few hours a member can receive one meal in the cafeteria for free. This is done as a 

“thank you” gesture from NSR. Some riding clubs require their members to help for a minimum of 

46% 

51% 

3% 

NSR's Members 2015 

Juniors

Seniors

Passive
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three hours for competitions held by the club, if they are entering the competition. NSR has no such 

requirement as the belief is that it should be voluntary if members want to participate in helping. 

When 2015 is over NSR will have held 16 competitions from April to November. Of these only five 

will have been dressage competitions while the remaining nine will have been showjumping 

competitions. In the interviews it was a clear wish from several for a more equal split as they would 

like more dressage competitions (Appendix I: 14, Appendix F: 18). 

All the members who participated in the interviews expressed that they were satisfied with their 

membership and they are confident that NSR has a good reputation (Appendix G: 31/33, Appendix 

L: 25/27, Appendix E: 31) 

1.3.1.1 NSR vs. Farasi Riding Center 

The lines between NSR and Farasi Riding Center tend to be blurry. They are two different 

organizations and the owners of Farasi, Chris and Pam Cordrey, run the horse pension, which 

means that stabling costs and the daily care of the stabled horses are their responsibilities. Their 

daughter, Anita Cordrey, helps them run this business. However she also sits on the board of NSR 

and functions as the main riding instructor at NSR. Every person who has a horse stabled at Farasi 

is also a member of NSR. This is a requirement because NSR leases the facilities of Farasi and it is 

NSR who stands for maintaining the three riding arenas.  

To divide the two into separate functions one could say that while Farasi Riding Center is a 

corporate company, NSR is an organization. This is due to how the two are registered. Farasi is 

registered in Denmark as a one-man company (URL 4) and NSR is registered as a volunteer 

organization (URL 5). Therefore this thesis will focus on NSR as an organization. This is important 

to keep in mind throughout the thesis when finding and applying theories. 
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1.4 Problem definition 

Based on the problem background along with the background information about NSR, the central 

problems that this thesis seeks to solve are: 

Which measures can NSR take to keep its current members and attract new ones at the same time? 

 How can NSR strengthen its organizational identity? 

 What should NSR do to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors? 

 How can NSR develop a marketing communications strategy that efficiently promotes the 

values and advantages of NSR? 

1.5 Delimitations 

While working on the project it became apparent that there were several delimitations that could not 

be influenced by the researcher. Knowing the limitations allows for more accurate planning and can 

help to avoid problems. The thesis has the following delimitations:  

a) Although there are 68628 registered riders, it should be noted that there are more riders in 

Denmark than this. However, since it is not a demand that riders have to be registered in a 

club under DRF to own or ride a horse, there is no telling how many riders there is in total in 

Denmark. 

b) Also there is a federation for owners of Icelandic horses. This is a different union with 

different rules. Some of these riders are members of both the Danish Icelandic Federation 

(DI) and DRF, while others are only members of either DI or DRF. The members of DI have 

not been taken into account as they are a different target audience. They have special 

competitions for Icelandic horses, as these horses possess either four or five different paces, 

compared to a “normal” horse or pony that have three gaits. Besides this, as some are 

members of both federations, it might have given incorrect numbers as, they would have 

been counted twice. 

c) The project will only focus on clubs in District 2. Out of these 40, 5 will be picked and used 

when doing a competitor analysis. 

d) The thesis has a maximum length of 80 pages in accordance with CBS requirements. This 

means that theories that were considered, but not chosen to use, will not be discussed in the 
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thesis to provide more space for the explanation and application of the chosen theories. 

Therefore there will not be sections containing alternative theories. 

e) It has been decided to apply a broader perspective in order to include more elements in the 

thesis. This means that the analysis will be more shallow than if a narrow perspective had 

been chosen.  

2. Research Strategy 

This section will start by presenting the structure of the project, and then define and discuss the 

research strategy used throughout the project. The research strategy includes, but is not limited to 

the applied science, empirical choice and the methods chosen for the project. 

The project is based on the overall research question “Which measures can NSR take to keep its 

current members and attract new ones at the same time?”. This question is to be answered by 

asking three different sub-questions: 

 How can NSR strengthen its organizational identity? 

 What should NSR do to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors? 

 How can NSR develop a marketing communications strategy that efficiently promotes the 

values and advantages of NSR? 

The structure of the questions can be related to the structure of the project, as the project seeks to 

answer the three questions in chronological order. The structure has been developed as a visual to 

provide a better understanding of how the different chapters, theories and data are related. The 

figure can be seen on the next page and a more thorough description will follow on the following 

pages. 
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The thesis starts with an introduction chapter that contains the problem background, a description of 

NSR and the research questions. The research questions were designed based on the information 

given in the problem background and the description of NSR. The second chapter – the current one 

– focuses on the research strategy with definitions and explanations of the chosen paradigm along 

with the different methods of collecting data. 

From here the thesis moves into chapter three which addresses the roles of NSR’s members and if 

they should be viewed as members or customers. Lovelock & Wirtz’s (2011) “Inverted Pyramid” 

model is used to describe how the two roles that NSR members’ have. An analysis of NSR’s 

stakeholders follows in order to identify and understand the needs of the most important 

stakeholders. This analysis is necessary to show that the members of NSR are NSR’s most 

important stakeholders, and therefore the rest of the thesis is focused on the members and their 

perceptions. For this analysis different stakeholder theories have been used from Blundel & Ippolito 

(2008), Clarkson (1995), Freeman (1984) and Thomsen (URL 9). The theories all overlap and can 

therefore complement one another. 

The fourth chapter focuses on organizational identity including organizational culture and values. 

For this analysis, theories from Hatch & Schultz (1997), Schein (1997, 2010), Goia, Schultz & 

Corley (2004), Cheney (2010), Ingenhoff & Fuhrer (2010) and Norlyk (2010) have been applied. 

Data collected through interviews with members of NSR was used to support the analysis and 

discussion that led to the sub-conclusion. The aim of this chapter is to answer sub-question #1. 

The fifth chapter focuses on answering sub-question #2 and seeks to discover NSR’s competitive 

advantages. This is done by conducting an industry analysis, a competitor analysis and a SWOT 

analysis of NSR using marketing theories from Jobber (2010). This is followed by a discussion of 

NSR’s main competitive advantages. For this analysis the data that has been used was collected 

through primary internet sources, the interviews and the survey. 

The last chapter seeks to answer sub-question #3. This chapter will concentrate on developing the 

marketing communication strategy that NSR should use to promote their values and advantages. 

The theories that were used in this section are primarily from Dahlen, Lange & Smith (2010) who 

offer an integrated approach. Argenti (2009) and Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz (2008) offer supporting 

theories that are used for discussions of social media and experience-based communication. 
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After this, all three sub questions and the main research question should be answered and can be 

summed up into a conclusion. This way the project maintains a consistent line from the beginning 

to the end. The thesis ends with recommendations for NSR, based on the findings in the thesis. 

2.1 Methodology Framework 

This section defines the methodology framework that explains the standpoint that this thesis will be 

written from. It will start with choosing a paradigm and finish by elaborating on the methods used 

for collecting data. 

2.1.1 Paradigms 

In order to fully understand a paradigm, it is important to understand the researcher’s perception of 

reality and also how knowledge is created. Knowledge that is created through research is controlled 

by the values and beliefs that the researcher holds. 

According to Guba & Lincoln (1994) there are four paradigms that can be used within scientific 

studies: 1) The positivist paradigm, 2) the neo-positivist paradigm, 3) the critical paradigm and 4) 

the constructivist paradigm. Each of these four paradigms includes the three components ontology, 

epistemology and methodology. Guba & Lincoln (1994) state that the three components can be 

explained, through one question each: 

Ontology: What is the form and nature of reality and, therefore, what is there that can be known 

about it? 

Epistemology: What is the nature of the relationship between the knower or would-be knower and 

what can be known? 

Methodology: How can the inquirer (would-be knower) go about finding out whatever he or she 

believes can be known? 

The three questions must be answered in chronological order in connection with the evolving 

research. This is necessary since the ontological assumption leads to the epistemological 

assumption, which leads to the particular methodology.  It should be noted that it is possible to use 
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multiple paradigms in order to view the problem from different views. Using two or more 

paradigms is called triangulation (Guba & Lincoln 1994). 

The next sections will answer the ontological, epistemological and methodological questions in 

order to define which paradigm(s) the researcher has worked within. 

2.1.1.1 The ontological question:  

“What is the form and nature of reality and, therefore, what is there that can be known about it?” 

(Guba & Lincoln 1994: 108) 

This thesis seeks to answer how NSR, an equestrian riding club, can attract more members so that 

its membership numbers increase. The thesis is based on the assumption that reality is created 

through intangible, social constructions that can be shared across both individuals and groups like a 

culture. This means that the ontological view of this project is relativism (Guba & Lincoln 1994) 

and the paradigm that the thesis is structured by is constructivism. 

So the nature of reality is that there is a reality, but it is tied to local and specific constructions. The 

constructions are relative and can change according to the different realities.  

This is shown in the thesis as it is seen how the members of NSR share a local, social construction – 

or culture – through their membership of NSR. The current reality of NSR is subject to change at 

any given point when members join/leave and/or have new needs that might require a shift in 

direction. This also means that the findings are not a “one-fit-all” solution. The findings in the paper 

are specific to the ongoing and current constructions made by the members. Therefore the solutions 

or recommendations that will be written in the end are based on how NSR is at the moment. 

Knowing that the ontological view is relativism it is now possible to answer the epistemological 

question. 

2.1.1.2 The epistemological question:  

“What is the nature of the relationship between the knower or would-be knower and what can be 

known?” (Guba & Lincoln 1994: 108) 
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When answering the ontological question it was argued that the paradigm which structures this 

project is the constructivism paradigm. This means, that the epistemological view should be 

transactional and subjectivist. 

This fits well with the thesis as this paradigm argues that “The investigator and the object of 

investigation are assumed to be interactively linked so that the “findings” are literally created as 

the investigation proceeds”. (Guba & Lincoln 1994: 111) From February 2015 and until October 

2015 the researcher has been at NSR almost daily making observations and thereby the findings 

were discovered along the way. This also meant that the researcher has been able to speak 

informally with some of the other members leading to the creation of many findings that would 

otherwise have been lost. Therefore the transactional and subjectivist approach fits as the findings 

have been created through transactions, mainly dialogs, with other members of NSR. 

In regards to theories, it seems that there is very limited research on how to handle volunteer 

organizations.  In section ‘1.3.1.1 NSR vs. Farasi Riding Center’ it was established that NSR is to 

be considered an organization and not a corporate company. However, it is still possible to draw a 

connection from a traditional company to an organization like NSR. This means that theories 

related to companies can still be used as long as modifications to the theories are made to fit the 

different organizational structure of NSR. 

Knowing that the ontological view is relativism and epistemological view is transactional and 

subjectivism it is now possible to answer the last question – the methodology question. 

2.1.1.3 The methodological question 

“How can the inquirer (would-be knower) go about finding out whatever he or she believes can be 

known?” (Guba & Lincoln 1994: 108) 

Since there is access to NSR members, several of these have been interviewed to gain a better 

understanding of NSR and its members. Also a survey has been conducted to see how equestrian 

riders in general choose their riding club. Several NSR members also participated in the survey 

allowing for more information in relations to NSR.  The survey was shared through the 

researcher’s, NSR’s, Farasi’s and two other riding clubs’ Facebook groups. The interviews were set 

up by direct contact with members that the researcher knows. A more thorough discussion on 
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qualitative and quantitative methods will follow in section ‘2.2.2 Quantitative Research’ and ‘2.2.3 

Qualitative Research’. 

Based on the above discussion, the thesis has been written from a relativism and subjective 

perspective using surveys and interviews to verify observations made through interactions with the 

members. 

2.1.1.4 The constructivist paradigm 

As can be deducted from the answers above regarding the ontological, epistemological and 

methodological questions, this project is mainly examined from the constructivist paradigm. The 

constructivist paradigm offers a relative truth; there is no one truth or one real truth (Guba & 

Lincoln 1994). Different individuals will have different truths and different perceptions of the 

world. Also since the researcher is an insider within both the equestrian environment and within 

NSR the interactions between the researcher and the members cannot be viewed as truly objective. 

The researcher and the members may have, either consciously or subconsciously, had subjective 

interactions which points to the constructivist paradigm.  This can both be an advantage and a 

disadvantage, as creating interactions can lead to gathering more useful data, but it the data may 

also be biased if the interviewed member answers questions based on what they hope the researcher 

would like to hear versus what the interviewee in reality means. Therefore the project has also made 

use of the critical paradigm to one extent; that it vital for the researcher to be critical towards the 

collected data because some interviewees might have a different perception of the truth; their truth. 

2.2 Data Collection 

In this section the data collection methods are described. The methods are followed by an argument 

as to why this specific method was chosen and what kind of data it provides. The reliability and 

validity of the methods will also be discussed. This thesis has made use of observations, 

quantitative and qualitative methods to strengthen and support the findings. 

2.2.1 Observations  

From February 2015 and until October 2015 almost daily observations were made by either 

observing, overhearing, watching and/or talking with both the members of NSR and, at 

competitions hosted by NSR, also with riders from other clubs. The purpose of the observations was 
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to gain insight into who the members of NSR are, what both members and non-members think of 

NSR and in general to gather information that could be interesting and relevant for the thesis. 

Guba & Lincoln (1994) argue that the researcher can never observe an environment without 

affecting either it or the people in it. Although the members of NSR were unaware that they were 

being observed, several members did know that the project was about NSR. Being a part of the 

environment has made it easy to blend in more naturally than an unknown observer, but the 

interactions will most likely have been influenced from different factors. However, many of the 

members of NSR, who are stabled at Farasi, have become acquainted with the researcher in the last 

half year. Therefore it is assumed that the discussions and dialogs that have taken place where 

honest and reliable. If the assumption is true this makes the observations extremely valuable 

although they cannot be verified. It should be noted that, in relations to the constructivist paradigm 

that this thesis is driven by, the different members have different truths and when observing the 

social interactions of the members, both between each other and the researcher, these observations 

are subject to subjective interpretation. 

The background information about NSR and its membership numbers, along with the observations 

(Appendix N) that were made created patterns that made it possible to form an overall research 

question:  “Which measures can NSR take to keep its current members and attract new ones at the 

same time?”  This question was formed as, this was the most important challenge for NSR 

according to the observations made at the general assembly 2015 (Appendix N). Having found the 

overall research question, it was decided to create sub-questions to help answer it. Again it was 

information based on NSR along with observations that led to hypothesis about which areas needed 

to be researched and included in the thesis. As a result the sub-questions were formulated in the 

following way: 

 How can NSR strengthen its organizational identity? 

 What should NSR do to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors? 

 How can NSR develop a marketing communications strategy that efficiently promotes the 

values and advantages of NSR? 

The information about NSR, along with the observations also supported the creation of both the 

survey and interview questions. 
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The next section will focus on the survey which is a quantitative research method. 

2.2.2 Quantitative Research 

Quantitative data is based on statistical measurement; the data from the questions are measureable 

and comparable. This means that because the answers to the questions are predetermined some 

people will experience not being able to actually answer what they want, but instead end up 

choosing the option that is closest to their wanted answer. Because of this some answers might not 

be as truthful as desired. However a quantitative questionnaire is easy to distribute and thereby it is 

possible to receive many answers. Quantitative data can be used for statistics as one can compare 

the answers and thereby see a clear result (URL 7). 

For this thesis a questionnaire was created for the purpose of figuring out 1) how people learned 

about their current club, 2) what people think is important in a membership and 3) how many of the 

respondents knew about NSR. The questionnaire’s purpose is to illustrate the relationship between 

the respondents and their riding club choices, which means the type of questions, that were 

developed are relational. 

The survey was designed to open with demographic questions; questions that provide information 

about the respondent. Having segmentation related questions in the beginning of the questionnaire, 

provides further analyzation options. The results of the survey can be seen as a whole, but can also 

be taken apart e.g. to analyze if the different age groups respond differently from one another. 

Therefore it can e.g. be used to clarify whether there is a connection in what the different age 

groups find important in a riding club and what a NSR member finds important as well. 

All in all there are 14 questions for the respondent to answer. However since the target audience 

was limited to riders who are members of a riding club, question five was designed to ask “Are you 

a member of a riding club under DRF?” (Appendix M). People who answered “no” to this question 

were excluded from the rest of the survey. This ensured that the only people who could complete 

the survey were people who are a member of a riding club. 

In order to receive as many answers as possible the survey was posted and shared on Facebook. 

Using Facebook was very effective and 542 people answered the survey. Out of the 542 

respondents, 321 respondents answered that “yes” they are a member of a riding club. All 321 
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respondents completed the rest of the survey. The reason for not letting equestrian riders, who are 

not a member of a club, finish the survey is that they are probably not in need of a membership. 

Most riders, who need a membership, will already be a member of a riding club. Therefore the 

riders that are already members are the most interesting as they need a membership, and might be 

persuadable if it is possible to identify what they expect and need from a riding club. Also riders, 

who are new to the environment, might not be aware of what a riding club can offer and therefore 

they might be unaware of what they are actually answering. 

Question number 14 asks: “Do you know Nordsjællands Sportsrideklub/NSR?” Here there were 

three different answer options; 1) Yes, 2) Yes – I am a member, and 3) No.  This was a relevant 

question as it provided valuable insight into what a possible NSR member thought. It turned out that 

21of the respondents who completed the survey are a member of NSR. Another 100 respondents 

knew NSR while the remaining 200 did not know NSR. 

Because of the rather large number of respondents the survey is valuable and provides a good 

insight in the area. This inductive approach as made it possible to see find different patterns in the 

respondents’ answers .The questionnaire with the collected data can be seen in Appendix M. 

The next section will address the collection of qualitative data used in the thesis. 

2.2.3 Qualitative Research 

Qualitative data is based on soft data that can be interpreted differently. These data can stem from 

interviews where the interviewees can explain their answers. This research method is usually not as 

extensive as a quantitative research study as it demands more resources. However, the answers that 

one gets are more personal, and thus give a better impression of what people really think as the 

answers become more nuanced and descriptive. Qualitative data methods are also typically used 

when analyzing human behavior and society structures (URL 8). 

The interviews are valuable in order to learn what NSR members think of NSR, both in terms of 

values, advantages, communication and what they in general use their membership for. How the 

participants were selected will be discussed in the next section. 
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2.2.3.1 Selecting participants 

During the research stage, several members of NSR were contacted and asked to participate in an 

interview. A few members either could not or would not participate, but most of them accepted. To 

get a nuanced picture of NSR it was decided, that ideally, it would be beneficial to have members 

stabled at Farasi, members who are stabled elsewhere, a board member, a committee member and 

both junior and senior members.  

Nine interviews were conducted. Out of these nine, seven are senior members (+18) and two are 

juniors. Five of the interviewees have one or more horses stabled at Farasi, while the last four have 

their horse(s) stabled within 15km of Farasi (in Hørsholm, Fredensborg or Kvistgård). 

Although nine out of 290 members might not seem a lot, there is a good diversity in the members 

who participated in the interviews and therefore it is believed, that this number is high enough to 

give an idea of who the members of NSR are, and what they think of NSR. The selection method 

applied throughout the process was the stratified selection, as this method ensured that different 

perspectives were covered. The youngest interviewee is 15 years old, while the eldest is 51. Also in 

regards to their competition interests three of them only enter dressage competitions, three of them 

only enter showjumping competitions, and two of them compete in both dressage and showjumping 

while the last is a passive member. However she is on the Board of Directors (BoD), in the 

competition committee, former dressage rider and the mother of two children who both compete in 

showjumping.  

In general, the interviewees’ answers will only be used to generalize if others share the same 

opinion. 

2.2.3.2 Interview structure and guideline 

A general interview guideline was created for the interviews (Appendix C). This was done to ensure 

that the members of NSR answered the same questions to certify that there was consistency across 

the different interviews. However, some of the interviews contain questions outside of the ones on 

the guideline. This is possible when conducting interviews as a reply might require a clarification or 

another question might be interesting to ask. The interviews are documented and can both be read 

and heard if interested. 
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The interview is divided into three sections: 1) who the interviewee is and what he/she uses the 

membership for, 2) NSR’s functionality including strengths, weaknesses, reputation and values, and 

3) NSR’s communication. 

The reason for starting the interview by asking personal questions is to get the interviewee relaxed 

and comfortable and, at the same time, obtain information about who the members are. This is why 

they are asked to state their name, age and occupancy first. After this they answer questions on how 

long they have been a member, why they chose NSR and if they are a member of more riding clubs. 

The second section has been developed to gain insight into what they use their membership for, 

what they think others think of NSR and the most important questions relate to what the members 

think of NSR where they are asked e.g. “Which values do you think NSR has?” and “Do you think 

NSR has a good reputation?” (Appendix C) 

The third and last section was designed based on the observations made regarding NSR’s 

communication methods. Through observations made in NSR’s stables, it was assumed that the 

members are unsatisfied with NSR’s communication efforts, but that the Facebook group that NSR 

created earlier this year is valued. This proved to be true, but the members of NSR, who have a 

horse stabled at Farasi, will typically see the news from NSR on the bulletin board that hangs in the 

stable. 

It was also assumed that there might be a difference in the answers received from members stabled 

at Farasi, to members from outside Farasi, which is why members from both groups were 

interviews. Working with an organization that relies so heavily on its members, it is important to 

keep in mind that while there may be a general tendency across members, there will still be 

individuals who view and value things differently. Therefore an absolute truth cannot be found, but 

a truth that is relative and interchangeable can be chosen based on the majority. This finding 

connects well with the methodology decided on in section ‘2.1 Methodology Framework’. 

Inductive reasoning was used for constructing the interview questions. The interview questions 

were based on observations and the purpose of the interviews was to see if there were any patterns 

or similar thoughts between the NSR members. The interviews have provided valuable 
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understandings into who the members of NSR are, what they expect from NSR, what they think of 

NSR and what they think NSR could improve. 

2.2.3.3 Reliability and Validity 

To avoid data loss, all of the interviews were recorded with a Dictaphone App on a Microsoft 

Surface tablet. Also, the different audio files have been transcribed so it is possibly to reference to 

them in the appendices. The interviews have been documented through audio and transcription in 

order to ensure that the results can be documented and thereby verified. This increases the reliability 

and validity of the data. The interviews were conducted in Danish and can therefor only be heard in 

Danish. Then transcriptions are also in Danish, except the answers that are used in the thesis, which 

have also been translated into English. 

Since the researcher personally knows the interviewees it can be discussed whether or not the data 

can be considered biased. However, since the researcher is aware of this all the data will be 

interpreted as objectively as possible. Also inside knowledge will not be used unless this can be 

supported by data. As a result the data should be free of bias and therefor still valid and reliable. 

Having the research strategy defined it is now possible to progress into the analysis of the thesis’ 

next chapter concerning the roles of NSR’s members and identifying NSR’s stakeholders.   
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3. NSR’s members and stakeholders 

This chapter will focus on how NSR’s members can be viewed and also contain a stakeholder 

analysis. 

In order to find and apply relevant theories for this thesis, it is necessary to define which kind of 

organization NSR is. NSR is a non-profit organization that consists of people who pay a 

membership fee to become members and join the club. While NSR has some mechanisms that are 

equal to a normal company, there are also a few important differences. Compared to a traditional 

company, NSR’s main difference is that the members pay to join the club. In that way the members 

become both members and paying customers at the same time. There are no paid employees in 

NSR. The entire organization is based on voluntary commitment and help from the members.  

For defining NSR’s members Hatch & Schultz (1997) propose a theory where members can be 

divided into “insiders” and “outsiders”. However this theory does not give a nuanced description of 

the roles as needed. Therefore Lovelock & Wirtz’s (2011) ‘Inverted Pyramid’ model has been 

chosen as the best figure to accurately show how the members’ roles are within NSR. 

The stakeholder analysis has been conducted to identify and analyze the needs of NSR’s 

stakeholders. Three theories have been used to support each other as to strengthen the theory behind 

the analysis. These three theories stem from Blundel & Ippolito (2008), Clarkson (1995) and 

Freeman (1984). Rachel Thomsen’s (URL 9) stakeholder grid is than used to position the 

stakeholders after their power and influence. 

The next section will analyze and discuss the roles of NSR’s members. 

3.1 Members or customers? 

It is necessary to define the roles of NSR’s members in order to answer the thesis’s research 

questions because the roles influence how NSR should attract new members and at the same time 

hold on to their current ones. NSR’s organizational structure is different than in a traditional 

company as the members have a larger influence than employees do. 
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In a traditional company you have an employer and employees. The employees are paid to work, 

they have different ranks e.g. junior, senior etc. and they have a senior management or a board of 

directors who sets the direction of the company. 

In a volunteer organization, such as NSR, the setup is different. In NSR there is the board of 

directors and the employees. The board of directors (BoD) is elected by the members of the 

organization at the annual general meeting and it elects its officers, such as president, vice 

president, secretary and treasurer. One member can hold more than one position on the board and 

can be a part of one or more committees. NSR has two committees; a competition committee, and a 

cafeteria committee. Members for the committees are also decided at the annual general meeting. 

The bylaws of NSR can be read in on NSR’s website (URL 3). The board of directors is responsible 

for keeping the organization on track and ensuring that it fulfills its mission/purpose. 

NSR’s purpose is described in its bylaws as: “The club's purpose is to promote interest in 

equestrian sports by organizing equestrian competitions, hunts and other events of riding of similar 

character for the club’s riders. The riding club is a member of the Danish Equestrian Federation 

under the Danish Sports Federation, and the club and each member is therefore required to abide 

by the two federal laws, codes and regulations, including those of the federal regulations 

arbitration provisions.” (URL 3) This is important to know as the purpose is supposed to set the 

direction of the organization and should be shown by the board through the activities and actions 

they decide. 

Since the board consists of members of the club, and the members are 1) members, 2) paying 

customers and 3) volunteers it becomes difficult to describe how the members should be defined. 

As Smith & Mounter (2005) state: “Boundaries are blurred between service users, paid staff and 

unpaid trustees and / or directors and volunteers” (Smith & Mounter 2005: 25). This is further 

supported by Hatch & Schultz who argue that: “This is, in part, due to increasing levels of 

interaction between organizational members and suppliers, customers, regulators and other 

environmental actors, and the multiple roles of organizational members who often act both as 

"insiders" (i.e. as employees) and as "outsiders" (e.g. as consumers, community members and/or 

members of special interest groups.” (Hatch & Schultz 1997: 356) 
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One could therefore argue that in NSR’s case the insiders of NSR are the members on the board and 

the outsiders are the rest of members. If this is true, one should keep in mind that the insiders are 

actually chosen by the outsiders on the annual general assembly. Also it is possible for an outsider 

to become an insider. A more accurate definition could instead be that the insiders are the members 

who want influence. These members will typically either, join the board of directors and/or 

volunteer at NSR’s activities or arrangements such as competitions, course etc. The outsiders can 

then be defined as the members who want a membership of the club, but have no interest in having 

an influence or volunteering. 

Lovelock & Wirtz (2011) offer a different way of defining the members of NSR. They argue that a 

traditional organizational pyramid consists of three levels; the bottom level is the frontline staff, the 

middle level is middle management and the top level consists of top management. This particular 

theory is not applicable to NSR due to NSR’s structure. However, Lovelock & Wirtz (2011) also 

offer an inverted pyramid with a customer and frontline focus (Lovelock & Wirtz 2011: 326). 

 

(Lovelock & Wirtz 2011: 326) 

This pyramid can, with a few modifications, be applied to NSR’s organization in a way that clarifies 

the different roles of the members. An example of the pyramid applied to NSR can be seen below. 
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As mentioned earlier NSR consists of two groups within the organization; the members and the 

members on the board of directors. The members have multiple roles and are also the ones who 

choose the board of directors. However, it is the board of directors who should form the “frontline” 

as they are typically the ones who have contact with either current or future customers/members. 

This gives NSR, as organization, a service minded culture. This way also provides a way to split the 

members’ roles into insiders and outsiders as mentioned earlier. At the back, supporting the board 

of directors, are their membership role (insiders). On the other side of the frontline there is their 

second role as a customer (outsiders). Since the membership has now been defined it is possible to 

add one additional flow to the pyramid so it ends up as below. 

 

This modification is necessary to include as it describes how the relationship between being both a 

member and a customer in NSR. It also signals the power of the members. Since they are also 
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customers they expect a certain service and/or product that they pay for. Because they pay to join 

the club, they have more power than an employee in a traditional company who does not function as 

a direct customer. An unsatisfied customer will perhaps leave NSR and find a different club that 

serves his/her needs and wants better. A satisfied customer remains a member and therefore the 

cycle can continue. 

So all in all, it can be argued that while a member of NSR has two roles, it is possible to separate 

these to a certain point, although they will also be intertwined and related to each other. The insider 

role relates to the membership role, while the outsider role is related to the members’ customers 

roles. 

3.2 Stakeholder Analysis 

For NSR to successfully communicate their identity and advantages to their stakeholders, they must 

first identity the stakeholders. It is important for an organization to know who their stakeholders are 

if they want to maintain a good relationship with them. If an organization does not know – or care – 

who its stakeholders are it cannot know what they need or want from the organization. This is 

especially relevant for the thesis as the members of NSR are also stakeholders. By doing this 

analysis it is possible to gain an overview of what the members expect from NSR. 

“A stakeholder in an organization is (by definition) any group or individual who can affect or is 

affected by the achievement of the organization’s objective” (Blundel & Ippolito 2008: 183) 

As Blundel & Ippolito say, a stakeholder is a person, group or organization who is either affected or 

can affect the organization; in this case NSR. Clarkson (1995) offers a more detailed way to view 

stakeholders. He argues that it is beneficial to classify stakeholders into primary and secondary. He 

reasons that the primary stakeholders are vital for the survival of the organization and they have 

high levels of interactivity with one another. The secondary stakeholders affect or are affected by 

the organization, but are generally not essential for its survival or engaged in transactions with the 

organization (Clarkson 1995). 

Freeman (1984) argues for a 4-step model for dealing with stakeholders. These four steps are 1) 

identifying the stakeholders, 2) classifying them after importance/relevance, 3) analyzing how well 

the stakeholders’ needs are being met currently, and 4) there is the belief that the unmet needs of 
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stakeholder groups can be addressed through modifications of the lead organization’s plans, policies 

and activities (Freeman 1984). 

The three theories overlap in a few ways. The first step is, naturally, to identify the stakeholders. 

After having identified them it makes sense to classify them after how vital they are to NSR. This 

way one can see who the key stakeholder groups are. However, instead of having just two 

classifications or either vital or non-vital, one could be a bit more specific. Rachel Thomsen uses a 

“Power/Interest Grid” to prioritize stakeholder importance (URL 9). Stakeholders who have high 

power/high interest are the vital stakeholders who need to be managed closely. Stakeholders who 

have high power/low interest need to be kept satisfied as their power is high. The third grid consists 

of stakeholders who have low power/high interest. Since they have a high interest in the 

organization, but little power they just need to be kept informed of what is going on in the 

organization. The last grid is for the stakeholders who have low power/low interest. These 

stakeholders are the least important and should just be monitored (URL 9). 

Using these theories the first step was to recognize NSR’s stakeholders. These are: 

- NSR’s Members 

- Farasi Riding Center 

- Sponsors 

- Danish Equestrian Federation (DRF) 

- District 2’ Board of Directors 

- Different Animal Welfare Groups 

- Fredensborg’s local authority 

- Equestrian riders 

- Media 

- Equestrian Riding Clubs 

- Suppliers 

Knowing the stakeholders, it is possible to classify them into the four separate groups and place 

them in the power/interest grid. 
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Looking at the grid above it becomes clear that the vital stakeholders are the ones in direct contact 

with NSR and include NSR’s members, Farasi Riding Center and NSR’s sponsors. 

In the “yellow” area there is one group; the stakeholders that NSR wants to keep satisfied. In this 

group there are several interesting stakeholders e.g. the other equestrian riders. The reasoning for 

this is that there is a potential for new members in these equestrian riders. The stakeholders in this 

group also include the Danish Equestrian Federation, the district’s board of directors, different 

animal welfare groups and Fredensborg’s local authority. 

The last group of stakeholders, the “green” ones, requires a minimum of effort. NSR just has to 

monitor them, unless they want to try and change them. E.g. it might be beneficial for NSR to see if 

the can raise the interest of the media. This would require effort which relates well with Freemans 

fourth step. If NSR would benefit from using the media will be discussed in section ‘6.1.3 Media 

Channels’. 
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3.2.1 Analyzing the needs of the different stakeholders 

The best way to analyze the needs of the different stakeholders is to talk with these directly (URL 

9). This has not been possible to do with all stakeholders. However, both an interview and a survey 

has been conducted which makes it possible to learn what NSR members expect from NSR. Since 

the members of NSR are the most vital stakeholder group, this information is valuable for NSR to 

consider. 

The table below shows which expectations the members have for NSR. 

 Expectations  

NSR Members  NSR is organized 

 Well-functioning club 

 Maintained and professional facilities 

 Regular competitions in dressage and showjumping 

 Different courses e.g. dressage courses with Leif Sørensen 

 Effective communication 

 A club with a good reputation that they can represent when they 

participate in competitions elsewhere. 

 An active BoD that listens to its members 

 Good horsemanship and other behavior towards animals 

 

The expectations in green are the ones documented through either the survey (Appendix M) and/or 

the interviews (Appendices D-L). The expectations in red are the ones gathered through 

observations at meetings, competitions and time spent at NSR (Appendix N). 

Looking at these expectations it seems that many of these are service and/or experience 

opportunities. This is useful information and can be used later when developing a marketing 

communications strategy in section ‘6. Creating a marketing communications strategy’.  
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4. Organizational Identity 

This chapter strives to answer the first sub question “How can NSR strengthen its organizational 

identity?” In order to answer this question NSR’s identity must first be analyzed including NSR’s 

organizational culture. For this, qualitative data collected through interviews, along with 

observations, will be used. Also, before it is possible to analyze NSR’s organizational identity and 

culture, it is necessary to describe and clarify how the terms are defined in this project. 

Starting with organizational identity it is first important to decide if NSR has an organizational or 

corporate identity. In section ‘1.3.1.1 NSR vs. Farasi Riding Center’ NSR was defined as an 

organization and not as a corporation because of two things 1) how NSR is registered, and 2) the 

members are paying customers. Therefor it makes sense to analyze the identity of NSR from an 

organizational viewpoint. Hatch & Schultz state: “Organizational identity refers broadly to what 

members perceive, feel and think about their organizations. It is assumed to be a collective, 

commonly-shared understanding of the organization's distinctive values and characteristics.” 

(Hatch & Schultz 1997: 357) 

In regards to organizational culture it makes sense to look at Edgar Schein’s organizational culture 

theory. According to Schein, organizational culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions that a 

group has learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration (Schein 

2010). This has worked well enough to be considered valid and is therefore, to be taught to new 

members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems (Schein 2010). 

Schein (2010) argues that organizational culture can be divided and analyzed at three levels. These 

three levels are 1) basic underlying assumptions, 2) espoused values, and 3) artifacts. The three 

levels will be used to analyze NSR’s organizational culture in section ‘4.1.1 Analysis of NSR’s 

Organizational Culture’ in order to gain a better understanding of NSR.  

It is important to recognize that organizational culture is intertwined with organizational identity 

and image. From a social construction perspective both elements are constructed and reconstructed 

through interactions with other members (Schultz & Hatch 1997: 360). 
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(Hatch & Schultz 1997: 361) 

Hatch & Schultz offer a model of “the relationship between organizational culture, identity and 

image”. (Hatch & Schultz 1997: 361) Here it is possible to gain an overview of the relationships 

between the elements, but also to gain an insight into the interactions between members, BoD 

members and external groups. The interactions between the members’ experiences and the BoD’s 

vision and leadership methods creates the organizational identity while the organizational identity is 

a part of organizational culture and is formed by NSR’s members’ experiences along with the 

BoD’s vision and leadership. The BoD’s interactions with external groups create the organizational 

image. 

4.1 Analysis of NSR’s Organizational Identity 

“It is also important to recognize that identity, even at the individual level, is a social construction, 

deriving from repeated interactions with others.” (Goia, Schultz & Corley in Schultz &Hatch 2004: 

352) “Because identity is not a “thing” but, rather, a concept constructed and reconstructed by 

organizational members”. (Goia, Schultz &Corley in Schultz &Hatch 2004: 368) 

As can be deducted from the above statements from Goia, Schultz & Corley (Schultz & Hatch 

2004) organizational identity is created through interactions with others. Therefore one could argue 

that identity is continuous and constantly evolving. NSR was started in 1982 and it is assumed that 

the organization has developed through time. Every activity, competition or interaction can have 

brought new knowledge that the BoD can have learned from and thereby adapted and adjusted 

elements until NSR became how it is today.  

Schultz & Hatch (1997) argue that organizational identity focuses on the members’ relationship 

with the organization, whereas corporate identity focuses more on the visual elements that are to be 

communicated to external audiences. However, visual elements such as logos, the organization’s 
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name, services and other tangible elements can also provide meaning to members. It can be argued 

that while Schultz & Hatch view these are marketing oriented, the visual elements could instead fall 

under Schein’s artifacts as they derive meaning to the members. 

As a result the main visual elements will be analyzed in the section that discusses artifacts in the 

analyzation of NSR’s organizational culture that can be read below. 

4.1.1 Analysis of NSR’s Organizational Culture 

There are three levels of organizational culture according to Schein (2010).  

 

(Schein 2010: 17) 

The first level of culture is the artifacts. The artifacts can be divided into tangible and intangible 

artifacts. The artifacts are visible and either easily seen or felt and can e.g. be products/services, 

physical environment (facilities), language, published values, the name, logos, etc. These are the 

elements that an observer and/or visitor would experience when they meet a new culture. Although 

that the artifacts are easily observed for an outsider it is harder for him/her to decipher what a 

particular artifact has of value or meaning within the culture. This is instead something an insider 

would have more insight into. However, it should also be noted that artifacts can mean different 

things and have different values to different members, based on experiences both in this social 

construction, but may also be influenced by experiences from other social constructions.  
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The second level of organizational culture is the espoused values. This level includes the strategies, 

goals, norms, beliefs, values, shared perceptions and shared assumptions that have been introduced 

and implemented by the leaders. The leaders in this case would be NSR’s board of directors. This is 

the level where strategies and goals can be either confirmed, discussed or challenged by the 

members. This fits well with Lovelock & Wirtz’s inverted pyramid model discussed in section ‘3.1 

Members or customers?’. Since the board of directors’ function as the frontline and are the leaders, 

they are therefore responsible for implementing decisions. Also they have to listen to the members 

who can confirm or perhaps challenge these choices. These actions and responsibilities ensure that 

self-awareness can be seen at this level (Cheney 2010). 

 

The third level is the underlying assumptions. These are the base level of organizational culture, and 

are deeply implanted, taken for granted and unaware assumptions that are shared with others in an 

organization (Cheney 2010). NSR’s taken for granted assumptions form the foundation for the 

values and can be seen through the activities and behaviors that are deeply implanted within the 

club. 

 

If we look at the three levels of culture, we can determine that they have a relationship between 

them, making assumptions, adopted values and artifacts form the complex sensation of culture. 

Although assumptions outline values that in turn are reflected in artifacts, the influence goes both 

ways (Cheney 2010). 

Blundel & Ippolito use the Iceberg Metaphor for describing culture (Blundel & Ippolito 2008: 41). 
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This metaphor supports Schein’s theory with artifacts, espoused values and basic underlying 

assumptions. The artifacts are the only things that are tangible and can be seen as the visible part of 

the iceberg. Or as Schein says: “At the surface we have the level of artifacts, which includes all the 

phenomena that one sees, hears, and feels when one encounters a new group with an unfamiliar 

culture” (Schein 1997: 17). Beliefs, values and assumptions are intangible and are the two biggest 

elements. They form the part of the iceberg that one cannot see, as it is under water. Adding 

Blundel & Ippolito’s theory to Schein’s also opens the opportunity to see other members as artifacts 

as they include facial expressions and, in general, human behavior. 

The next section will analyze the basic underlying assumptions that NSR’s members have of NSR. 

4.1.1.1 Basic Underlying Assumptions 

According to Schein (2010), the basic underlying assumptions define the character and identity of 

an organization.  It includes unconscious, perceptions taken for granted beliefs, and thoughts and 

feelings. The assumptions form when the members of NSR go from knowing the values to when the 

values become taken for granted (Schein 2010). A value that has turned into an assumption means 

that it has been accepted by the group; in this case the members of NSR. 

One of the assumptions that were repeated, by several interviewees was that NSR has outdoor 

facilities of good quality (Appendix H: 10, Appendix G: 27). This is something NSR has been 

conscious about. Majbritt says: “I think it helped when we got a new showjumping bedding. The 

rumor spread and now they want to be here again.” (Appendix D: 18) When the bedding of the 

showjumping arena became old and poor to jump in, it was replaced to ensure the riders’ safety and 

to live up to the high quality standards that the members and riders are used to. 

A second underlying assumption is that NSR stands for quality. As Majbritt states NSR is “… very 

quality-conscious.” (Appendix D: 26). How quality is defined can be individual and is subject to 

interpretation, but it seems that especially the facilities and the well-organized competitions 

contribute to a quality experience. 

Another assumption – where all the nine interviewees agreed – is that NSR has a good reputation. 

When asked “Do you think NSR has a good reputation?” they all said “yes”. Caroline even says: 

“Well it isn’t something I only think. I almost think, that I know that they do. Because that is what I 
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hear outside.” (Appendix G: 31) This assumption might be based on the fact that they believe that 

NSR is well-functioning and holds successful competitions that are well-organized using 

professional facilities. This assumption is supported by Louise: “Yes I think so. NSR has good riders 

and they hold good competitions where especially the outdoor facilities are good. So I can’t see 

why they shouldn’t have a good reputation.” (Appendix L: 25) However it could also be based on 

what they have heard about NSR from outside the club as Caroline mentions a few lines up.  

In the case of NSR it might be possible to argue that it is the basic underlying assumptions that over 

time have created the values of NSR. The values that the different interviewees’ came with can be 

viewed as value assumptions and, assumingly, they have to originate from experiences created over 

time.  The interviewees’ who had been members for over five years where able to put more concrete 

words on the values than the two interviewees’ who had been members approximately between one-

three years. This is interesting and shows that the basic underlying assumptions take time to form.  

Having an understanding of the basic underlying assumptions, the next section will address the next 

culture level which is the espoused values. 

4.1.1.2 Espoused values 

The next step is analyzing the beliefs and values of NSR. Here it is easy to discover that NSR does 

not have any concrete, stated values. All that NSR has is its purpose that is written in its bylaws that 

says: “The club's purpose is to promote interest in equestrian sports by organizing equestrian 

competitions, hunts and other events of riding of similar character for the club’s riders. The riding 

club is a member of the Danish Equestrian Federation under the Danish Sports Federation, and the 

club and each member is therefore required to abide by the two federal laws, codes and 

regulations, including those of the federal regulations arbitration provisions.” (URL 3) 

The thesis will use Scott, Jaffe & Tobe’s definition of values. According to them a value is ““a 

principle standard or quality considered inherently worthwhile or desirable” The root for value is 

valor, which means strength. Values are sources of strength, because they give people the power to 

take action. Values are deep and emotional and often difficult to change.” (Scott, Jaffe & Tobe 

1993: Page 19) 
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This definition also clarifies why values are essential for an organization to implement into its 

culture. The values can strengthen the organizational identity if they are incorporated efficiently. 

It is also important for NSR to have clear, stated values since values function as a behavioral 

guideline for its members (Scott, Jaffe & Tobe 1993). The values will have to be implemented by 

the leaders; in this case NSR’s BoD, and must be shown through all activities and decisions in order 

for the values to be successfully accepted by the members. 

Even though it is the BoD who must promote the values, it is important that the members accept the 

values. Therefore it is important to know which values NSR has according to them and from this a 

value statement can be developed. 

During the interviews the members were asked two questions on which values they think NSR has 

and how they view NSR as a club. All nine of them came with suggestions, where some overlapped. 

 Which values do you think 

NSR has? 

How do you view NSR 

as a club? 

What is the best part of 

being a member of NSR? 

Annette 

(Appendix F) 

“Well I think that… It is well-

managed and people want to 

help. There are no bad 

feelings and the things run 

smoothly.” 

“I experience it as a 

well-functioning club.” 

“Well that is that I can 

enter the competitions 

here.” 

Caroline 

(Appendix G) 

“I think there is value in the 

competitions and their 

outdoor facilities. And then 

Chris’s good way of handling 

the horses and taking care of 

them.” 

Not asked/answered. “That is probably – what 

drew me from the 

beginning – their 

competitions.” 
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Ditte 

(Appendix K) 

“Values. We have a good 

solidarity. They have always 

had that, I think. And it’s a 

very open club too.” 

“As I’ve said a few 

times a good solidarity 

and very… Yes, like a 

good club with many 

members.” 

“The best thing about 

being a member of NSR is 

the solidarity. Between 

both people who are 

stabled at Farasi and the 

ones from outside. And it 

is necessary that we are 

all stabled together, but 

we know almost… We 

know a lot.” 

Erika 

(Appendix E) 

“It can be a bit… A bit 

traditional, in a good way. 

It’s very… Bound by 

traditions I guess because 

they do as they have always 

done, which is good since 

they are very good at it. But it 

could be fun if it evolved a 

bit. New ways of thinking 

would be nice.” 

“Cozy. Traditional. A 

place that is nice to be, 

but where one could 

engage the members 

even more so it didn’t 

become a little, tight 

knot.” 

“Well that must be that it 

is a relatively big club 

with a lot of members so 

there are quite a few 

activities that you can 

participate in. And, 

especially because I am 

stabled here, it’s quite 

obvious that I participate 

in the activities that I am 

able to.” 

Johanne 

(Appendix J) 

“Horsemanship, you know 

nice riding, nice handling of 

horses and people really. And 

also… Quality. The farm 

expresses quality and the 

competitions as well. I don’t 

think it seems like there are 

angry people at the 

“Well it’s a good club. 

A nice club. Although 

there will definitely be 

some people who will 

think of NSR as stuck 

up… And there are 

definitely some people 

in the club who seem 

“I feel that NSR is a quite 

prestigious club in 

Northern Zealand and I 

like being a member of the 

club. We have many 

members and a broad 

spectrum of members. 

Both some who are 
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competitions that often, no 

one is unhappy with the way 

they are run. So I think that it 

our main characteristic.” 

that way… on some.  

But then it’s just even 

more important that the 

rest of us are good at 

welcoming others.” 

professional and some 

who just ride for fun. So I 

think it’s cool to be a 

member of that kind of 

club. Otherwise, the best 

thing must be that it’s an 

attractive club. It looks 

good and the competitions 

are well-organized which 

is important when starting 

competitions.” 

Louise 

(Appendix L) 

“There are good facilities, 

good competitions… The 

solidarity is nice and the 

atmosphere is good.” 

“NSR is very well-

functioning and cozy. 

Everything runs as it is 

supposed to and there is 

a good solidarity.” 

“There are lots of good 

things! There is a very 

good solidarity between 

the riders, you receive a 

saddle pad when starting 

team championships, they 

hold good competitions, 

they hold Cups. And you 

can also train on the 

arenas! It’s nice that you 

can just drive down and 

jump on the big 

showjumping arena.” 

Majbritt 

(Appendix D) 

“Quality. Structure. 

Professionalism. Because I 

really think it’s going well. 

We also have good arenas 

and good course designers 

and also at the dressage 

“As an old-fashioned, 

real, professional 

riding club. But also 

very quality-

conscious.” 

“I think there is a good 

atmosphere and I think we 

hold some good activities. 

We also have good 

facilities to hold them on. 

There is a good structure. 
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competitions… Well it’s all 

under control, right? Good 

judges and yeah… Positive!” 

My impression is that the 

competitions and activities 

run really well. And we 

are good at what we do.” 

Puk 

(Appendix H) 

“That we can start as a team 

and I really like their outdoor 

competitions because of the 

big course where you can 

really canter. You can get far 

on the meters.” 

“I think it is a very big 

club. It’s also a club 

you can start for if you 

have your own place. 

But at the same time 

there is a nice 

solidarity. So I think of 

it as a nice club.” 

“That they sometimes pay 

for team competitions, I 

think that’s very nice. And 

it’s cheaper to take 

courses and you can come 

and practice on their 

courses. They have a very 

nice, big showjumping 

arena.” 

Tina 

(Appendix I) 

“For me it is the balance 

between the focus on the 

sport, but also on the coziness 

and the social. The creation 

of a good atmosphere and 

giving people a good 

experience in relations to the 

sport you have chosen. But 

also that there is room for us 

who aren’t necessarily 

hardcore competition riders, 

but who are also just doing 

this for fun. So perhaps 

something that the sport also 

should be fun or cozy. And 

things have to run well.” 

Not answered. “That I can enter the 

competitions that I want 

to.” 
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Looking at the answers above quite a few values are mentioned from the different interviewees. The 

most common include: quality, well-organized/structured, good atmosphere, cozy, great solidarity, 

great facilities, traditional, many benefits especially in regards to starting competitions, and an idea 

that everyone, despite level, is welcome. 

Based on the values above, the basic underlying assumptions in the section before, and the 

observations made through the last half year, a value statement will be developed for NSR. These 

values can be used as a guideline to reach NSR’s purpose and help both members and non-members 

know what NSR stands for. 

Therefore the value statement of NSR could be as follows: 

NSR values: 

1. Quality 

2. Solidarity 

3. Structure 

4. Good horsemanship 

5. Positivity 

6. Coziness 

7. All in all: Good experiences & good times 

Since NSR has not previously had stated values, it was interesting that many of the interviewees’ 

value ideas overlapped. This gave a good foundation for a set of values based on a generalization. It 

should be noted that this is a suggestion of a value statement for NSR that will be used for this 

thesis. NSR is free to either not use the value statement at all, or to modify the values according to 

what they believe is more true. 

A few values were added that were not said directly but that were said indirectly “between the 

lines”. This goes for value #5 and #7. #5 positivity has been added as this is indirectly a factor in 

both coziness and solidarity which was weighed highly from several interviewees. #8 Good 

experiences and good times is what all the other values indirectly lead to and therefore it works 

nicely to mention this at the end. This also gives an indication for members to why the values are 

important. If they believe the values and show this through their actions then NSR can provide good 
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experiences and good times for everyone. This also falls back on the purpose where the main idea is 

to promote interest in equestrian sports, which providing good experiences should help with. 

Having a value statement can also strengthen the solidarity of the members, as they now have a 

shared set of values for them all to know and hopefully believe in. 

Scott, Jaffe & Tobe support the above and state: “If employees know what their company stands for, 

if they know what standards they are to uphold, then they are much more likely to make decisions 

that will support those standards. They are also more likely to feel as if they are an important part 

of the organization. They are motivated because life in the company has meaning for them.” (Scott, 

Jaffe & Tobe 1993: 22)  Although Scott, Jaffe & Tobe are referring to values in a company, this 

theory can still be applied to an organization as the members of NSR still benefit from knowing 

what NSR stands for. It is also beneficial for NSR to implement a value statement as this, according 

to Scott, Jaffe & Tobe, will make the members feel more important and motivated. 

Therefore it is important for NSR to have a value statement as this informs others of who NSR is 

and at the same time functions as a guideline to how NSR members should act if they believe that 

NSR can live up to the values. 

4.1.1.3 Artifacts 

Artifacts can be anything from the environment and facilities, to objects, people and visual elements 

(Schein 2010) (Blundel/Ippolito 2008). The analysis will start with the tangible artifacts and end 

with the intangible ones. The main point, about the artifacts, is while they are easy to observe, they 

are hard to decode for outsiders (Schein 2010). Since the researcher on this project can be 

considered an insider, it should be possible to decode the artifacts’ meanings more efficiently than 

an outsider. However, it should also be noted that this means the artifacts are disposed to subjective 

interpretation from the researcher’s side. That the truth will be relative and prone to subjective 

interpretation has already been discussed in section ‘2.1.1.4 The constructivist paradigm’. 

4.1.1.3.1 Environment and facilities 

Looking at the environment and facilities, NSR is placed at Farasi Riding Center where they lease 

the facilities.  The surroundings are beautiful. One drives up to the courtyard, through an avenue 

where the driveway is laced with even, light gravel. On the left side there is grass with small trees. 

On the right side, one can see the first grass paddock. The paddocks are surrounded by a black fence 
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made with sturdy wood. Driving along one can see the first two white buildings of the three-winged 

farm. The driveway continues in right curve, and ends in the courtyard with this view: 

   

(First grass paddock)                   (Main house & courtyard) 

In the picture the main house, where Pam and Chris Cordrey live, is in the bottom. On the left side 

(not visible in the picture) is the stable and indoor riding arena. On the right side, there is also a 

stable, though this is not in use at the moment. The groom who helps with the daily business also 

lives in this wing. 

As can be seen on the photo the place is extremely well kept. Everything is maintained and the 

place looks professional. The outer appearance is important as this is where people have their first 

experience and it is key to make a good first impression. 

The stable is not leased by NSR, but they still make sense to include it in the analysis since it is a 

part of Farasi and people have a hard time differentiating the two from each other (Appendix G: 36, 

Appendix N). 

When entering the stable, one can experience two things; 1) there is a peaceful atmosphere and 2) it 

is a dark stable. The horses seem relaxed and if one enters during a normal afternoon a few of them 

may be taking a nap. The boxes are made from dark wood and a bright blue metal incases them. 

Although the stable is well maintained, it is easy to see that the place is old and many of the boards 

in the boxes look worn. 
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(Stable)   (Indoor riding arena) 

The indoor riding arena is 20x50m with plenty of light and mirrors on the short sides. The mirrors 

are useful to dressage riders when they practice different exercises. At the end connected to the 

stable, there is a tribune for people to sit and watch along with the entrance to the secretary and the 

cafeteria. The room with the secretary and the cafeteria is only open during competitions. The 

facilities inside also include a toilet, a room for the riders to change, eat noodles, make tea etc., a 

tack room, and a cafeteria. 

Going outside there are three outdoor riding arenas where one is a dressage arena (70x24), one is a 

showjumping (app.100x100) and the last can be used for both. 

    

(Dressage arena)                (Showjumping arena)       (Dressage/Showjumping arena) 

All of the riding arenas are encased by grass or, in the case of the showjumping arena, the forest in 

the back. There are seats by all the arenas for spectators and these are used both on normal days, but 
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especially when NSR holds competitions. For the children NSR has bought small jumps that they 

can play with on the grass in front of the showjumping arena. 

Outside there is also a cafeteria, that is used during the summer and then there is a path that runs 

along with showjumping arena and leads into the forest. 

It is easy to see that NSR is an active place where facilities are being used, but maintained daily. 

The environment gives an impression of quality and control. The environment is a tangible artifact, 

as it can be easily observed. 

4.1.1.3.2 Members 

NSR is represented by 290 members where the 282 are active. All of the members can be 

considered artifacts by looking at their behavior, clothing and body language (Ippolito & Blundel 

2008). However the members’ visibility differs. The riders who are active within competitions are 

more visible than the rest, because the club they represent is listed on both the start –and result lists. 

Therefore it is easy to see that they are from NSR. How the riders behave, both towards their 

horse/ponies and other people can give a good or bad impression of NSR. Johanne and Ditte 

mention that they think that NSR stands for good horsemanship and solidarity (Appendix J: 30, 

Appendix K: 22). 

How the members are dressed is also interesting to look at. NSR is placed in Northern Zealand and 

this is reflected in the equipment that both horses and riders wear. From observations gathered at 

competitions many of NSR’s riders prioritize high quality equipment e.g. Antares, Samshield, 

Kingsland, Animo etc. Having the “right” equipment adds to one’s image. However, riders who 

have cheaper equipment do not seem to be judged on this – but this is purely an assumption 

gathered from observations (Appendix N). 

4.1.1.3.3 Competitions and activities 

NSR holds a number of both internal and external competitions and other activities during a year. 

Competitions are important for NSR as it is here the club can both promote itself, but also earn 

profits. It is important for the competitions to run efficiently and that the NSR volunteers deal with 

eventual crisis in a good manner. Fortunately all the interviewees believe that NSR is good at 

holding competitions and that most of them function without any trouble. As Majbritt says: “My 
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impression is that the competitions and activities run really well. And we are good at what we do” 

(Appendix D: 10). This gives the impression that NSR is a well-organized and professional riding 

club. 

4.1.1.3.4 NSR Merchandise 

A few years back it was possible to buy a NSR sweatshirt. The sweatshirt was navy blue, as this is 

NSR’s color, with white print. The sent a signal of unity and pride. The riders were proud to signal 

that they were members of NSR. Unfortunately the option of buying clothing from NSR was 

removed due to unknown circumstances. However, this could be an idea to reinstate if the members 

would like to be able to represent NSR through clothing. 

For team championships NSR delivers saddle pads to each rider. The dressage teams receive white 

saddle pads and the showjumping teams usually receive a navy saddle pad. Common for both is that 

they either have the NSR logo – the chess piece – or ‘NSR’ embroidered on one of the sides. This 

gives the team a feeling of unity and makes it easy to see who is on a team together. It is also a way 

for NSR to acknowledge their riders by providing them with appealing equipment. 

For NSR championships and internal cups NSR also provides the winners with different elements. 

In 2015 an NSR Cup was held over three dressage competitions where NSR riders could gather 

points. The two winners (one for horses and one for ponies) will receive a navy fleece rug 

embroidered with ‘NSR Cup 2015’. For the internal championships NSR usually gives a navy 

fleece rug along with a specially designed ribbon. These rugs are used when the riders go to other 

competitions where they can “show off” that they are the champions of NSR. 

The NSR merchandise, whether won or bought, can give a sense of unity and pride among the 

riders. 

4.1.1.3.5 Name & logo 

NSR is an abbreviation for Northen Zealands’s Equestrian Riding Club and the name tells quite 

accurately what the organization is about ‘Equestrian Riding Club’ and where it is located 

‘Northern Zealand’. 
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 NSR’s logo is a knight chess piece placed in a circle with both the name and 

abbreviation of the organization included. 

The abbreviation, NSR, is used more than the logo, when looking at the NSR 

merchandise in section ‘4.1.1.3.4 NSR Merchandise’. However, the logo is, 

currently, used as a background picture in NSR’s Facebook group (URL 10). Unfortunately the 

picture is of poor quality which gives a sloppy appearance. NSR should consider updating the 

picture in a higher resolution. 

Having a logo and the abbreviation can help create a sense of solidarity as it can increase the 

chances of recognition among members.  

4.1.1.3.6 Atmosphere 

One of the intangible artifacts is the atmosphere at NSR. All the members that were interviewed 

agreed that NSR has a good atmosphere. About the atmosphere Erika says: “Put briefly, it’s cozy. 

Also there is a quite informal atmosphere, I imagine, even though you’re coming from outside.” 

(Appendix E: 25). Caroline supports this: “I think it is great. I haven’t been anywhere else, where 

the atmosphere has been so good. Both among the members and the… yeah, the “staff”.” 

(Appendix G: 25) 

This is a good quality for NSR as a good atmosphere is a positive attribute and hopefully helps 

ensure that people have positive experiences when being at NSR. 

Having analyzed the different levels of NSR’s organizational culture and developed a value 

statement based on the members’ perceived values and underlying assumptions it is now necessary 

to address who should take leadership in promoting these factors. NSR’s leadership will therefore 

be analyzed in the following section as efficient leadership methods are important in regards to 

strengthening NSR’s organizational identity. 

4.1.2 Analyzing NSR’s Leadership 

In section ‘3.1 Members or customers?’ the roles of the members and the BoD were defined. Here it 

was argued that the BoD functions as the frontline of NSR. It is the BoD that organizes the 

competitions, it is members from the BoD who usually have the most important volunteer positions 
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at competitions and they are also the ones who are contacted both by members and by non-members 

if there are questions and/or problems. Because of this, and because they are the main decision 

takers, it can be argued that NSR’s BoD are the leaders of NSR. As a result, it should be the BoD of 

NSR who should set the direction of NSR and if they want NSR to stand by these values, they need 

to go first and show the values through their decisions and actions. 

“… the unique function of leadership that distinguishes it from management and administration is 

the formation and embedding of organization culture. Good leaders create and shape their 

organizations’ cultures by embedding their assumptions in missions, goals, structures and work 

procedures.” (Schein, in Cheney et al., 2011: 87) 

Schein reasons that good leaders can transfer their assumptions into the missions, goals, structures 

and procedures and, in so doing, create the organizational culture (Schein, in Cheney et al., 2011: 

87). NSR does not have a mission or vision, but does have a purpose statement. Earlier it was 

argued that the values could be used as a guideline to reach NSR’s purpose. Even though NSR’s 

purpose can be viewed as a goal or a vision, it should be mentioned that upon further investigation 

the purpose is mandatory for riding clubs to have in their bylaws according to the Danish Equestrian 

Federation (URL 11). 

Therefore it can be argued that it might be beneficial for NSR to create both short –and long term 

goals through a stated mission and vision. This will be addressed in the next section. 

4.1.2.1 Creating a mission and vision for NSR 

“Shared mission, values and vision brings people together. They unite and provide the link between 

diverse people and activities. A shared essence is the expression of what people have in common, of 

what they, in community, are committed to. People who share values or vision are more likely to 

take responsibility; they are more likely to challenge the bounds of convention. In organizations 

where this essence is developed, people do not assume they are powerless. They believe they have 

the power to contribute directly.” (Scott, Jaffe & Tobe 1993: 21) 

Creating a mission and vision statement further strengthens the organizational identity as it sets the 

direction of the organization (Scott, Jaffe & Tobe 1993). Having visible goals enables both 
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members and non-members to learn what NSR wishes to accomplish. Along with the value 

statement these three elements can create the foundation of NSR’s organizational culture. 

The mission statement, which is short term, helps define NSR’s purpose and objectives (URL 15). 

The vision statement, which is long term, should describe the desired status of the organization in 

the future (Ingenhoff & Fuhrer 2010: 87). Also the vision statement defines the main goal of the 

organization (Norlyk 2010: 14). It is important that the vision is communicated both to internal and 

external constituencies. 

It should be noted that while the vision is supposed to be long term, new social constructions might 

appear in NSR, and with that there is always the chance that other interactions might want to change 

the direction of NSR. One way that could help prevent this, is for the current BoD to embed the 

values, mission and vision so deeply into NSR’s members that all the elements become basic 

assumptions and the general way of doing things. This may prevent people who do not identify with 

the culture to enter into the BoD. There is also the chance that members who do not identify with 

the culture decide to find another riding club. However, aligning the different culture elements also 

has the potential to attract new members, since they have a clear idea of what NSR stands for. 

For the purpose of this thesis a mission and vision statement will be developed for NSR. The 

statements will be based on the purpose, the values and the underlying assumptions to create 

statements that NSR can use if desired. It is important for NSR to have a mission and vision as this 

sets the strategic direction of the organization (Scott, Jaffe & Tobe 1993). Also it provides 

information to both members and non-members about NSR and what NSR is striving for. This both 

strengthens the identity and can perhaps be used as a competitive advantage. 

4.1.2.1.1 NSR’s vision statement 

NSR’s vision is based upon the assumption that the club needs as many members as possible. 

According to Erika, one of the best things about NSR is that it is a big club as this opens up for 

more activities: “Well that must be that it is a relatively big club with a lot of members so there are 

quite a few activities that you can participate in.” (Appendix E: 13). Majbritt supports this view 

and states “We need more members. More members give more opportunities. So I think we need to 

spread the message.” (Appendix D: 41) Also the more members there are the more volunteers there 
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hopefully are, which can lead to even more competitions or activities that are of high quality. 

Therefore NSR’s vision will focus on becoming the favored club in the district. 

Based on this, a suggestion for NSR’s vision could be as follows: NSR’s vision is to become the 

preferred riding club in District 2 measured on membership numbers. 

4.1.2.1.2 NSR’s mission statement 

NSR needs a mission to support the vision of being the preferred riding club. Therefore NSR needs 

to capture people’s interests and provide good experiences. The experiences can be anything from 

dealings with the BoD (who function as the frontline), to well-organized competitions/activities, to 

becoming part of the solidarity or to experience the cozy, positive atmosphere at NSR.  

A proposition for NSR’s mission statement could therefore be as follows: NSR’s mission is to 

provide riders with good experiences through professional and high-quality competitions, activities 

and facilities. 

Having developed a mission, vision and a value statement for NSR strengthens the identity as it 

helps the members know what type of organization that they are dealing with and this gives a 

stronger, more consistent appearance. The next step is to analyze the current communication 

channels NSR uses to see if their communication strategy should be improved in order to ensure 

that their identity message is understood correctly. This will be addressed in the next section. 

4.2 NSR’s current communication channels 

In section ‘4. Organizational Identity’ an organizational culture model by Blundel & Ippolito 

(2008) was introduced. This model shows that the experiences that the members have with the 

leaders (the BoD), create organizational culture. A part of these experiences is the communication 

methods. Therefore NSR’s current communication channels will be analyzed and discussed in order 

to determine the benefits and barriers of each channel. This will also help define where NSR can 

optimize their communication efforts. 

“Contemporary organisations make use of a number of different communications channels, 

including: face-to-face meetings and conversations, letters, telephones, e-mails, blogs, reports, 

posters, brochures and video-conferences.” (Blundel & Ippolito 2008: 7) 
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NSR currently has three communication channels where the two of them are public and visible for 

all. This is their Facebook group and their website www.nsrklub.dk. The third channel is a bulletin 

board that hangs in the stable at Farasi. This is visible to all who enters the stable and looks at the 

board. While this is probably normal for NSR, it is not the best way of sharing information with all 

the members. 

It is important for NSR to keep all its members interested for several reasons. As Blundel & 

Ippolito say: 

“It is essential to keep employees informed, involved and motivated, not only for the internal health 

of the business but because employees are an important channel to the outside world. Proud, 

satisfied employees will tell relatives and friends what an excellent organization they are working 

for, whilst disgruntled ones will do the opposite.” (Blundel & Ippolito 2008: 273) 

Keeping the members informed gives them a sense of involvement. Also if the members do not 

know what is going on, then it is hard for them to know when NSR e.g. needs volunteers for 

competitions. It might also prevent them from participating in activities or it might make them miss 

a registration deadline. Involving the members might invoke their motivation for helping NSR run 

their activities and/or competitions. 

4.2.1 NSR’s Facebook group 

The six interviewees who answered the questions regarding NSR’s communication efforts were 

generally in agreement that after NSR created the Facebook group ‘NSR – Nordsjællands 

Sportsrideklub’ the 23
rd

 of January 2015, communication has improved. Louise says: “I think that 

they are good at giving information on Facebook in regards to competitions, courses and other 

things. But their page is a bit boring and it isn’t really up to date. A bit more activity would be 

nice.” (Appendix L: 30) Louise’s view is supported by Annette who says: “Well after the Facebook 

group was created, I think it has been good. Otherwise I haven’t really gotten any communication 

except for what is hung on the bulletin board.” (Appendix F: 35) 

4.2.2 NSR’s website 

During the interviews it also became clear that NSR’s website is not kept up to date, is not 

interesting and basically not used according to the interviewed members. If they visited the website 

http://www.nsrklub.dk/
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it was either to check up on information in regards to a competition or to report their competition 

results to the ranking list. “I used to use it. I don’t really use it now. But I used it when I had ponies 

and I was placed at competitions. But otherwise I don’t use it.” (Appendix K: 39) “No not really. I 

only use it to report my results to the ranking lists.” (Appendix L: 36) 

4.2.3 The bulletin board at Farasi 

At Farasi there is a bulletin board that hangs in the stables. This board is used by both Farasi and 

NSR to give information. Occasionally a member stabled at NSR, will hang information there too. 

“… And I put it – I recently hung it on our good old-fashioned bulletin board – but I also put an 

announcement on both NSR and Farasi’s website pages.” (Appendix I: 20) When asked there she 

typically saw news from NSR, Majbritt replied: “On Facebook or an announcement here in the 

stable.” (Appendix D: 35) 

4.2.4 Sender/receiver relationship & noise 

The sender/receiver relationship between NSR and its members has partly been addressed in section 

‘3.1 Members or customers?’ where the members of NSR were defined. The modified inverted 

pyramid provided an insight into how the relationship functions since all members have two roles; 

1) a member, and 2) a customer. However in terms of communication it makes sense to include 

another model where the sender/receiver relationship is more distinct. This is necessary since the 

inverted pyramid only shows the roles of members and how the BoD functions as the frontline. 

Also this model does not show the barriers that communication has e.g. noise (Blundel & Ippolito 

2008). For this purpose Blundel & Ippolito’s (2008) linear model of communication with feedback 

will be used to discuss the relationship while bearing in mind that NSR members have two roles. 

 

(Blundel & Ippolito 2008: 4) 
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Because the members have two roles and are important to the organization a one-way 

communication model, where the BoD communicates to the members would not be efficient. The 

members have influence and therefore the BoD needs to consider the feedback that they send back 

and vice versa. The important issue is to overcome potential noise – barriers – as this helps ensure 

that the message is received and decoded as correctly as possible. 

The barriers and benefits of NSR’s current communication channels will be addressed in the next 

sections. 

4.2.4.1 Barriers and benefits using Facebook 

Facebook is a social media where there is potential for finding both current members and future 

members. A Facebook group allows for interactivity between the organization and its group 

members. NSR’s Facebook group is public and visible to all. Using Facebook it is easy to 

communicate to a broad audience quickly. Also Facebook allows for feedback since group members 

can easily respond to messages or announcements. 

However NSR should be aware that to be a part of their Facebook group, people have to have 

Facebook. Therefore everyone who does not have Facebook will not be able to see the messages 

posted there. Also since all the group members can post elements in the group, communication from 

NSR might be “drowned” in other announcements. People from other riding clubs will, from time 

to time, also use the group to announce about arrangements that their club is holding. 

4.2.4.2 Barriers and benefits using the website 

NSR’s website used to be their primary communication channel. However, as can be deducted from 

the interviews, NSR’s website does not seem popular. It is instead described as boring and out of 

date. This is one of the barriers when having a website. A website that is not updated regularly will 

give the impression of an inactive club and people will stop checking to see if there is any news. As 

a result when NSR does choose to update the website, people might not receive the news. 

However, when looking at NSR’s front-page on the website it becomes clear that the website is 

updated occasionally. The most recent update happened on the 18
th

 of October 2015. But since 

March 2015 the website has been updated with new news at least once a month, except in May 

(Appendix O). Therefore it is interesting that the members do not discover this. This can be due to 
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the design, where all the news, look alike, apart from the date and headline. NSR should consider 

updating the design of the website to make it appear active and engaging. However it could also 

reflect that the members require more news before they find the website interesting. But these are 

purely assumptions. 

Another barrier when using a website is that it requires that people know about the site. Fortunately 

NSR has made use of search engine optimization (SEO) and as a result NSR’s website is listed first 

when one Googles ‘NSR’ or ‘Nordsjællands Sportsrideklub’. 

The main benefit of the website is that it is accessible for all and if maintained properly it can be a 

good source of information about NSR and is to be considered a part of NSR’s identity as it is a 

visual element. It can be argued that since NSR values quality there is a misalignment between the 

values and the members’ perception of the website. 

Therefore if NSR decides to keep their website they should consider updating the design, updating 

the contents more often and remember to maintain the SEO. 

4.2.4.3 Barriers and benefits using the bulletin board 

The bulletin board is a useful communication channel for the NSR members stabled at Farasi. It 

makes it easy to share information and messages. However, it is not ideal as NSR only reaches a 

small number of their members. Information that could be relevant for the entire organization 

should never just be shared on the bulletin board as this can lead to confusion and 

miscommunication among the members. 

The bulletin board is also purely a one-way communication channel as it is used to provide 

information, but the BoD does not get any immediate feedback; unless the members’ contacts one 

of them based on the information.  

Based on the answers from the interviewees, it can therefore be assumed that while NSR’s 

communication is improving by using Facebook, it is still an area that can be improved even 

further. The members stabled at Farasi seemed to use both the bulletin board and Facebook, while 

members stabled elsewhere mainly use Facebook. Therefore it can be assumed that the members 

stabled at Farasi are better informed since they also receive the information on the bulletin board.  
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How NSR should communicate their messages to members and non-members will be discussed in 

section ‘6. Creating a marketing communications strategy’, after NSR’s competitive advantages 

have been found in section ‘5.4 NSR’s competitive advantages’. 

4.3 Sub-conclusion 

This chapter sought the answer to the first sub-question “How can NSR strengthen its 

organizational identity?” 

By analyzing the identity it became apparent that NSR does not have an explicit value statement. 

Also NSR is lacking a mission and vision. These three elements are essential for an organization to 

include in their identity as it sets the direction of the organization; in this case NSR. The values also 

function as a behavioral guide and help both members and non-members gain knowledge into who 

NSR is as an organization. 

The importance of leadership was also discussed where it was settled that NSR’s BoD needs to 

function as the leaders. This gives them the responsibility of implementing the values by actively 

showing the values through all their actions and activities 

Therefore NSR can strengthen their organizational identity by implementing the mission, vision and 

values as this will give the members a sense of engagement and commitment.  
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5. Discovering NSR’s advantages 

This section will focus on answering the second sub-question “What should NSR do to gain a 

competitive advantage over its competitors?” In order to efficiently answer this question the riding 

club industry must first be analyzed to gain an overview of how competitive the market is. 

Following this a competitor analysis will be conducted to see who NSR’s main competitors are. 

This will also provide an insight into where NSR can differentiate itself from the other riding clubs. 

Also a SWOT analysis of NSR will be developed to discover NSR’s main strengths, weaknesses, 

threats and opportunities which will lead to a discussion of NSR’s main competitive advantages. 

For analyzing the riding club industry it has been decided to use Porter’s Five Forces (Jobber 2010). 

This model consists of five forces that, when combined, help determine how intense the rivalry in 

the chosen industry is. The data that has been used was collected through primary sources; mainly 

the different riding clubs’ own websites and Facebook pages. 

For analyzing the competitors, Jobber’s competitor analysis theory has been chosen. This theory 

presents five questions that an organization needs to ask itself to identify and analyze their 

competitors (Jobber 2010). Here the data that has been used was also collected through primary 

sources as above. 

To gain an overview of NSR’s strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities a SWOT analysis 

will be done (Jobber 2010). This theory is useful as it provides information about NSR that is easy 

to structure and thereby understand and apply. It also offers insights into how NSR can differentiate 

itself from its competitors. The data that is used in this section will be from both the interviews and 

the survey. 

As the data from the survey will be used in the next chapters, a brief summary of what the data 

showed has been developed in a table. The data will sum up what was discovered 1) overall, 2) 

from NSR members, and 3) from non-members. The table can be seen in Appendix Q and can 

provide a quick overview of who the groups are, why they are a members of their chosen club, what 

is most important for them when choosing a riding club and where they first heard about their club. 
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5.1 Porter’s Five Forces 

This section will be used to determine how the competition in the riding club industry is. For this 

Porter’s Five Forces will be used. Porter’s Five Forces is a theory that can be used to analyze a 

competitive industry (Jobber 2010). In this case it will be used to analyze the riding club market 

within District 2. The model consists of five “forces” that when combined, determine the strength of 

the different forces along with how much they affect the competition. 

 

(Porter’s Five Forcers, Jobber 2010: 706) 

5.1.1 Force #1 – The threat of new entrants 

The first force to be analyzed is the threat of new entrants. Jobber argues that “New entrants can 

raise the level of competition in an industry, thereby reducing its attractiveness” (Jobber 2010: 

706). It is not particularly difficult to start a riding club, as long as one can find at least 50 members. 

As a result several new clubs emerge every year (URL 13). When DRF accepts a new riding club 

they post it on their website www.rideforbund.dk 

For a riding club to be accepted under DRF there are four demands (URL 12): 

1) The club must have at least 50 members 

2) The club’s bylaws have to meet the conditions set by DRF and DIF 

3) The club has to have a set of safety rules in accordance with the applicable requirements of 

the Danish Equestrian Federation 

http://www.rideforbund.dk/
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4) That at the same address there can only be more than one riding clubs if all the clubs are 

members of the Danish Equestrian Federation or an associated federation 

Since riding clubs are volunteer, non-profit organizations they do not require any capital. However 

a riding club does pay a fee of 118DKK to DRF pr. member and a club costs 4000DKK in 

registration fees. 

As it is relatively easy, to start a riding club, the entry barriers can be considered low, which points 

to intense rivalry in the riding club industry. 

5.1.2 Force #2 – The bargaining power of suppliers 

The second force is the bargaining power of suppliers. This force looks at the costs that an 

organization has in regards to materials and components (Jobber 2010). In terms of materials, there 

are of course riding arenas (especially the floor materials), showjumping fences, dressage fence 

along with the letters for the arena, ribbons for the winners and the other placed riders in 

competitions, a website provider, clothing for both people and horses, etc. It differs from club to 

club which materials they need in order to deliver what they offer. However there are many 

suppliers who offer these elements and therefore the clubs can usually negotiate reasonable prices 

along with sponsorship agreements. 

One could also say that the farms that lease their facilities to the riding clubs could be considered 

suppliers. However, based on experience, a riding club is usually started a place where there is 

already large establishment of riders with stabled horses and facilities. It is not assumed that a 

riding club is established at an address without equestrian facilities, so it is not expected that the 

clubs are actively searching for new farms. 

Based on the notion that the suppliers do not have a large influence, since they do not provide 

unique solutions, it can be reasoned that the bargaining power of suppliers is low, which also points 

to intense rivalry. 

5.1.3 Force #3 – The bargaining power of buyers 

The thirds force looks at the bargaining power of buyers. The buyers are, in this case, existing 

members along with other people who are looking for a riding club. 
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There are currently 5617 registered members (buyers) throughout the 40 riding clubs in District 2 

(URL 14). Jobber argues that “the bargaining power of buyers is greater when there are few 

dominant buyers and many sellers” (Jobber 2010: 707). In other words the buyers have more power 

if there are few buyers and many sellers. There is in average, 140 current members/buyers pr. club, 

which could be considered a lot. Therefore it can be disputed that there are many buyers and few 

sellers, which should mean that the bargaining power of buyers is low. 

However, this particular market is different. A riding club can never have too many members and 

therefore having many buyers does not decrease the power of buyers. On the contrary, since the 

clubs are dependent on members for survival it increases the bargaining power of the buyers. 

Therefore it can again be claimed that this force also points to high rivalry. 

5.1.4 Force #4 – The threat of substitutes 

The fourth force concentrates on the threat of substitutes. While this normally refers to substitute 

products, it can in this case refer to services and the riding clubs themselves. A riding club is a 

service-oriented organization and it is the value creation through different services that set them 

apart. Many of the clubs offer similar or equal services, with only small adjustments. 

Every time new riding clubs are created and anytime a current riding club offers a new 

service/adjusts a current service, the threat of substitutes rises. As any other riding club in District 2 

can be considered a substitute it can be argued that the threat of substitutes is high, and therefore the 

force points to high rivalry. 

5.1.5 Force #5 – Industry competitors 

The fifth force looks at the rivalry between the competitors (Jobber 2010). Jobber claims that six 

factors influence how intense the rivalry is between competitors in an industry.  These six factors 

are 1) structure of the competition, 2) structure of costs, 3) degree of differentiation, 4) switching 

costs, 5) strategic objectives, and 6) exit barriers (Jobber 2010: 708). These six factors will now be 

analyzed and discussed order to gain an overview of the rivalry intensity in the riding club industry. 
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5.1.5.1 Structure of the competition and costs 

While Stutsborg Rideklub (STRK) can be considered a leader in District 2 in terms of membership 

numbers, the rest of the clubs are fairly equally placed. Rivalry is higher and more intense when the 

industry consists of many small competitors or a few competitors that are equally balanced (Jobber 

2010). 

The structure of costs is not relevant for riding clubs as such as they do not have to fill a certain 

capacity after they become an official club. However, it has been observed that clubs will offer half-

year memberships to persuade people to enroll in the club at half price. This is typically done in 

relations to competitions, to ensure that more people participate. All in all these two factors help 

illustrate that the rivalry is high. 

5.1.5.2 Degree of differentiation and switching costs 

The degree of differentiation between the clubs is not high. They offer similar products/services at 

mainly similar prices. Less differentiation encourages rivalry as the clubs do not offer a service that 

is unique. Also the switching costs are mediocre. It is easy to become a member of another club 

and, depending on ones’ budget, not a very costly affair to switch club or to become a member of 

multiple clubs. Based on these two factors the rivalry in the industry is high. 

5.1.5.3 Strategic objectives and exit barriers 

An analysis of the competitors’ strategic objectives has not been conducted; however a table has 

been developed to give an overview of the different clubs’ membership prices, facilities, benefits, 

competitions etc. This overview can be seen in Appendix P. Depending on how the riding clubs’ 

cash flow is and how much they invest (build) the rivalry will vary. The more investment there is 

from the different competitors the higher the rivalry will be. For a club that wants to gain or 

maintain a good reputation it is necessary for the facilities to be in order and this is especially 

critical in relations to the riding arenas. Therefore it can be assumed that the riding clubs cash flow 

is fairly balanced as they will have large investments in facilities that will pay for themselves 

through the profits that the clubs have in connection with competitions, activities and membership 

fees. 
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The exit barriers in the riding club industry can be considered relatively low since it is a low-cost 

affaire. There may be some emotional ties if people have been part of the same club for a long 

period of time, but there are many other riding clubs to choose from. Low exit barriers mean lower 

rivalry than if the exit barriers were high. 

All in all it can be reasoned that the riding club industry is an industry with a high level of rivalry. 

This is based on the above analysis where all the factors, except one, pointed towards high rivalry. 

Using Porter’s 5 Forces also led to the findings that in the riding club industry the entry barriers are 

low, making it easy for new riding clubs to emerge. The bargaining power of suppliers is low, while 

the bargaining power of the buyers is high. Since the buyers have high power, the clubs need to 

compete against each other for members. At the same time the threat of substitutes is high as all the 

riding clubs and their products/services can be viewed as substitutes for one another. 

Having analyzed the competitive industry, the project will move forward to analyzing and 

discussing NSR’s main competitors. This will be done using Jobber’s competitive analysis theory. 

5.2 Competitor Analysis 

When analyzing competitors there are usually five questions that an organization needs to ask 

themselves according to Jobber (2010). These are: 

 Who are our competitors? 

 What are their strengths and weaknesses? 

 What are their strategic objectives and thrust? 

 What are their strategies? 

 What are their response patterns? 

(Jobber 2010: 709) 

In the analysis for the thesis only the first two questions are relevant as the thesis’s focus is mainly 

on NSR and how it can gain a competitive advantage. While it could be beneficial for NSR to 

conduct a full competitor analysis, this project mainly needs to discover who the competitors are 

along with their strengths and weaknesses. The knowledge that these findings provide will give an 

indication of how NSR can gain a competitive advantage and in that way differentiate from their 

competitors. This is what needs to be discovered to answer sub-question #2 “What should NSR do 
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to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors?” along with the main research question 

“Which measures can NSR take to keep its current members and attract new ones at the same 

time?” 

5.2.1 Who are NSR’s main competitors? 

NSR needs to identify its main competitors in order to discover who it needs to monitor. When the 

competitors are identified it is possible to address the second sub-question that relates to the 

strengths and weaknesses of the competitors. This will be discussed in section ‘5.2.2 The 

competitions strengths and weaknesses’. For this thesis it has been decided to focus on five of 

NSR’s competitors; these will be identified below. 

 

There are 40 riding clubs in District 2. Out of these forty clubs, eleven of them have over 200 

members each. While NSR ranks fourth overall, with 290 members, it is also interesting to see how 

they rank when the memberships are divided into senior – and junior memberships. All the data on 

the memberships in the different clubs has been found on DRF GO, which is a platform where it is 

possible to find information on clubs, riders, horses/ponies, courses and competitions (URL 14). 
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When looking at the senior –and junior memberships it has been decided to include Hesselrød 

Rideklub (HES) as this club is located within 500m of NSR and is therefore NSR’s closest 

competitor along with Fredensborg-Humlebæk Sportsrideklub (FHSR) which lays about 2km away.  

As can be seen NSR, among the top eleven riding clubs & HES, ranks 7
th

 in junior memberships 

and 2
nd

 in senior memberships. Looking at the graphs above, it becomes clear one club stands out 

from the rest with its junior memberships. This is Stutsborg Rideklub (STRK) as they have 493 

junior members compared to the nearest competitor who is Hillerød Sportsrideklub (HIS) with 278 

junior members. However, there is a logical explanation for the many junior members that STRK 

has. STRK also runs a riding school with approximately 40-45 riding classes pr. week. Many riding 

clubs have a riding school to some extent; however the clubs that do not have as much capacity as 

STRK cannot gain their junior members there. While this is a weakness of NSR, they need to 

consider if this is an area that they want to focus on or if it is more important to have more members 

overall. A benefit with having senior members is that it is only these members who can join the 

BoD, and junior members cannot have as much responsibility as the seniors when volunteering at 

competitions and activities.  

So based on the information from the graphs and the geographical distance from NSR to its 

competitors, NSR’s main competitors are: STRK, FHSR, HIS, FVR and HES. These clubs were 

chosen as they rank in the top five clubs in regards to membership numbers along with NSR and 

HES because its short distance. Having identified the competitors, the project will now seek to 

discover their strengths and weaknesses. This will be done by using the different riding clubs own 

websites: STRK (URL 18), FHSR (19), HIS (URL 20), FVR (URL 21) and HES (URL 22). 

5.2.2 The competitions strengths and weaknesses 

In order for NSR to gain a competitive advantage it is necessary to discover where they can 

differentiate themselves from their main competitors. Therefore an analysis has been conducted 

where each of the competitor clubs and NSR have all been analyzed in terms of: 1) member 

numbers junior/senior, 2) membership fee junior/senior, 3) competitions/courses, 4) benefits, 5) 

facilities, 6) if the club contains a riding school, 7) visible communication channels, 8) where the 

clubs are located by zip code. The full analysis can be seen in Appendix P. The findings in the 

analysis will be turned into strengths and weaknesses for each club and these can be seen in the 
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following sections. Discovering the strengths and weaknesses of NSR’s competitors is necessary in 

order to gain an insight into how NSR can stand out from the other riding clubs. 

The strengths and weaknesses of each club will not be discussed in this section, but will be used as 

a reference for section ‘5.4 NSR’s competitive advantages’ where NSR’s competitive advantages 

will be discussed. 

5.2.2.1 STRK’s strengths & weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 The biggest club in District 2 

 4 outdoor riding arenas 

 3 indoor riding arenas 

 Competitions in dressage/showjumping 

 Rider certificate courses 

 Riding school 

 Expensive membership fee 

 Differentiates between where the members 

live 

 Membership numbers are highly dependent 

on the riding school 

 Only hold club-level competitions 

 

5.2.2.2 FHSR’s strengths & weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 The second largest club in District 2 

 3 outdoor riding arenas 

 2 indoor riding arenas 

 Competitions in dressage/showjumping/pony 

games 

  Among the cheapest membership fees 

 Grooming and rider certificate courses 

 Arranges trail riders for the members 

 FHSR Shop 

 Transport reimbursement 

(500DKK/member) 

 Ranking list for members 

 Offers three qualified riding teachers, but it 

is also possible to bring own teacher 

 Only holds club-level competitions 

 Membership numbers are highly dependent 

on the riding school 
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5.2.2.3 HIS’s strengths & weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 The third largest club in District 2 

 4 outdoor riding arenas 

 3 indoor riding arenas 

 Holds professional competitions at club, 

district – and national level 

 Ranking list for members 

 Offers a “mini” membership for children 

under the age of 5. 

 Riding school 

 Offers three qualified riding teachers 

 In the expensive end of membership fees 

 Membership numbers are highly dependent 

on the riding school 

 Not possible to bring own riding teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.2.4 FVR’s strengths & weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 The fifth largest club in District 2 

 3 outdoor riding arenas 

 2 indoor riding arenas 

 Holds dressage competitions at club, district 

– and national level. 

 Cheap membership fees. Offers a cheaper 

membership for children less than 13 years. 

 Riding school 

 Offers qualified riding teachers 

 Membership number are dependent on the 

riding school 

 Rarely holds showjumping competitions 

(only 1 in 2015) 

 Not possible to bring own riding teacher 

 For members not stabled at FVR, it costs 

50DKK every time they use the facilities 

 

5.2.2.5 HES’s strengths & weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 

 2 indoor riding arenas 

 Holds competitions in 

dressage/showjumping/pony games 

 Riding school 

 Newsletter 

 Possibility to rent a pony 

 Participation in internal competitions 

 Poor outdoor facilities 

 Small club with only 127 members 

 Membership numbers are dependent on the 

riding school 

 Only holds competitions at club-level 
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The tables, with the different clubs’ strengths and weaknesses, give an overview of where NSR can 

find its advantages. This will be used in the next section where a SWOT analysis will be developed 

to gain a better overview of the advantages and challenges that NSR face. 

5.3 SWOT analysis of NSR 

A SWOT analysis will be conducted in order to identify NSR’s strengths, weaknesses, threats and 

opportunities (Jobber 2010). The analysis will be based upon data collected through the interviews 

and the respondents in the survey that checked they were members of NSR. It will also be based 

upon the findings that were discovered in connection with the analysis of NSR’s identity. A SWOT 

analysis can help enlighten how NSR can use conversion strategies and turn the weaknesses into 

strengths and the threats into opportunities (Jobber 2010).  

 

INTERNAL 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Good, large outdoor showjumping arena 

 20x60 outdoor dressage arena 

 20x40 outdoor arena 

 Big club with 290 members 

 One of the cheapest membership fees 

 Good at holding competitions at both club –

and district level 

 Expected good reputation 

 Good atmosphere 

 Good Solidarity 

 Transport reimbursement 

(1000DKK/member) 

 Ranking list for members 

 Internal cups at competitions 

 Offers a qualified riding teacher, but it is 

also possible to bring own teacher. 

 Facilities can be used by all members 

 Communication 

 Not enough courses 

 Same volunteers for all activities 

 Small indoor riding arena with bad floor 

 Inactive website 

 No riding school 

 Poor internet connection = hard to live 

update during competitions 

 Poor parking opportunities at competitions 

 Poor background information about the club 

 who is NSR? 

 Weak identity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXTERNAL 
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Threats Opportunities 

 Emergence of new riding clubs 

 Negative perceptions of NSR 

 Riding teachers demand their riders are 

members of a certain club 

 New demands/laws from either DRF, DIF or 

the government 

 Competitors invest in better facilities 

 Currently 5617 riders in District 2, where 

only 290 are already a member of NSR 

 Catch the attention of newcomers  people 

who are looking for their first club 

 Persuade unsatisfied riders from other clubs 

to switch to NSR 

5.3.1 Strengths (Internal) 

NSR has several strengths as can be seen in the table above. For one it is a big club, with many 

competitions in both dressage and showjumping. These competitions are well-organized and the 

atmosphere is professional, cozy and good. Also the members believe that there is high solidarity 

among the members. 

Being a member of NSR provides several benefits. Members are able to participate in internal 

competition, cups, ranking lists and they have first priority when the club organizes courses. Also 

NSR offers transportation reimbursement that the members can apply for every time they are placed 

in district competitions or higher. Every member can receive up to 1000DKK/year. This means that 

it is possible to profit from being a member of NSR. In the survey 47,62%, of the 21 NSR members 

who responded, checked that they were a member of NSR because of the benefits (Appendix Q). 

NSR has great outdoor facilities which provides good experiences both for the members at their 

everyday training, but especially also when they are holding competitions. NSR’s facilities are free 

to use for all NSR’s members, also the riders who have their horses stabled elsewhere. 

NSR does not have an actual riding school, but Anita Cordrey does have a few ponies that she 

leases out to members. Typically two junior members will share a pony between them, so they each 

rent half a pony. Anita Cordrey also functions as the riding teacher assigned to NSR. However, it is 

possible for members to receive riding lessons from their own riding teachers that they bring from 

outside of NSR. Not having a riding school can be considered a strength as the facilities do not have 

the capacity for both stabled horses and a riding school. Also clubs with riding schools have 

schedules for when the different arenas can be used. This is not an issue at NSR where the arenas 

are available throughout Farasi’s opening hours. Some people might also want to avoid a club 
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where there is a riding school, as a riding school will typically mean more children which can 

provide a more noisy and stressful environment.  

5.3.2 Weaknesses (Internal) 

NSR has several weaknesses that they should be aware of and try to turn into strengths. One of 

these weaknesses is that while NSR is a big club, it is typically not very good at engaging the 

members to help. As Erika states: “I think that it could be a more active club for its members, so 

they include the members more and, you know, update it a bit. More inclusion of the members, so 

you could have even better activities with even more engagement” (Appendix E: 21). It is usually 

the same group of volunteers who help at all the competitions and activities. This is important to 

keep in mind as it might drain the volunteers to an extent that they stop volunteering. Having a 

larger group of volunteers would be a resource boost and ensure that all the volunteers keep 

enjoying helping. 

While NSR’s outdoor facilities are a strength, its indoor riding arena is a weakness. Although the 

riding arena is light and comfortable, the arena is only 20x50m, the floor needs to be changed and 

they only have one. All the competitor riding clubs have at least two indoor riding arenas. Investing 

in a better floor for the indoor arena, or perhaps even an extension of the arena to 20x60m would 

improve the indoor facilities immensely. 

Although the members were of the opinion that NSR’s communication is improving, there is still 

room for more improvement. As discussed in section ‘4.2 NSR’s current communication channels’ 

NSR’s website and Facebook group need to become more active as this gives a better impression of 

NSR. However NSR does not have anyone who is responsible for its communication activities. 

Therefor NSR could possibly turn its communication into a strength if a communication committee 

was created to handle all sorts of communication. Ideally this would be led by a communication-

oriented member supported by some of the junior members who are typically up to date on social 

media sites. 

Another important weakness is NSR’s organizational identity. Presently NSR does not have any 

goals or values that help set the strategic direction of the organization. However, in section ‘4.1.1.2 

Espoused values’ NSR’s identity was strengthened by developing a value statement, a mission and 

a vision. Therefore if this is communicated efficiently the identity can be converted into a strength 
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and an advantage for NSR. How these elements should be communicated will be discussed in 

section ‘6. Creating a marketing communications strategy’. There are no other riding clubs who 

have these identity elements, meaning NSR could differentiate themselves here. 

The last weakness, that will be addressed, is that NSR does not hold enough courses according to 

Erika (Appendix E: 19), Tina (Appendix I: 14), Annette (Appendix F: 18) and the answers on the 

survey (Appendix M). Keeping this in mind for the coming years NSR should be able to improve 

this and satisfy its members’ needs in that area. 

5.3.3 Threats (External) 

Looking at the external elements, there are also several threats that challenge NSR. However NSR 

cannot do anything to influence the threats except to be prepared in case they arrive. 

One of the main threats is the emergence of new riding clubs in District 2 as this will provide more 

competition in the riding club market, where rivalry is intense. NSR’s competitors might also 

decide to invest in better facilities or better equipment, giving them a competitive advantage over 

NSR. 

Another factor that NSR cannot control fully is how others perceive NSR. People may experience 

something that gives them a negative perception of NSR or they may be subject to hurtful rumors. 

Although NSR cannot dictate how others perceive them, the first step is to create a powerful 

identity and hopefully provide good experiences that are then communicated efficiently. So NSR 

can take measures to ensure that most people perceive NSR in a positive manner. 

From time to time new laws are created that can influence how the riding clubs function. This can 

be in relation to taxes, animal welfare etc. These threats will typically come from either DRF, DIF 

or the government and cannot be controlled by NSR. 

5.3.4 Opportunities (External) 

There are several external opportunities as well, that NSR should consider. For one there are 

currently 5617 riders who are a member of a riding club in District 2. Only 290 of these are already 

a member of NSR. Circumstances could change for some of the other riding clubs which might 
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cause them to loose members and these members could then need a new club, which could lead to 

opportunities for NSR. 

Also new riders, who might be looking for their first club, may emerge. This could also be an 

opportunity for NSR to attract more members. 

5.4 NSR’s competitive advantages 

Having analyzed NSR’s strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities using a SWOT analysis it 

is now possible to find NSR’s competitive advantages. This will be done using the information 

from the SWOT analysis and from the competitor analysis as well. Although NSR does not have the 

strengthened identity implemented yet, this thesis will consider it a competitive advantage since 

NSR can use their identity to differentiate itself as none of the other riding clubs, have an explicit 

identity or visible strategic direction. Also in regards to the research question, NSR’s identity can be 

used as a marketing and communication element to inform others of who NSR is, what the club 

strives for and what the club stands for.  

Therefore NSR can differentiate themselves and create their competitive advantages by having: 

 Cheap membership fees 

 Professional outdoor facilities 

 Well-organized competitions in both showjumping & dressage at club & district level 

 Many benefits for members including transportation imbursement, ranking lists and possible 

participation in internal cups 

 A cozy atmosphere where there is room for everyone 

 A strategic direction containing a visible identity, including a value statement and the vision 

and mission of NSR. 

As can be deducted from the above, many of the advantages are related to perceptions, experiences 

or reputation. Many of the advantages are also not unique to NSR. This could e.g. be their well-

organized competitions. HIS is also a club with a great amount of experience in relations to 

competitions and also hold bigger competitions than NSR. Since the rivalry is high NSR has to 

actively engage in activities where they can promote and communicate the identity and advantages 

of NSR. Some of the advantages are also dependent on other factors. E.g. during competitions the 
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atmosphere will be related to how well the competitions are progressing. A badly organized 

competition will be a bad experience, cause a negative atmosphere and perhaps lead to a bad 

reputation. This supports the assumption that a strengthened and consistent identity could be NSR’s 

biggest competitive advantage. 

However NSR’s biggest opportunity to differentiate itself will be through promotional activities. 

There do not seem to be many riding clubs who take advantage of the different possibilities to 

become more visible. Only 3 respondents out of the 321 who completed the survey, said that they 

had first heard about their club through advertisements (Appendix M). Therefore this seems to be a 

relatively unused area that NSR could benefit from. 

5.5 Sub-conclusion 

All in all the market and competitor analysis have shown that the riding club industry is highly 

competitive. This means that NSR has to become more visible if they want to attract new members; 

NSR needs to focus on promotion to differentiate themselves, as the other clubs do not have this 

element. While there is some differentiation between NSR’s main competitors, many of the clubs 

offer similar products/services. However none of the clubs have a defined and visible identity, like 

the one developed for NSR in section ‘4. Organizational Identity’. Therefore it is vital that NSR 

communicates their identity along with the other competitive advantages in order to fully benefit 

from this advantage. 

How NSR should promote itself will be discussed in the next section where an integrated marketing 

communications strategy will be developed.  
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6. Creating a marketing communications strategy 

This chapter will focus on the third sub-question that asks: “How can NSR develop a marketing 

communications strategy that efficiently promotes the values and advantages of NSR of?” Having 

an understanding of NSR’s identity, including the value statement developed for NSR, and its 

competitive advantages, it is now time to plan how to market and communicate this in order to 

create awareness and to build relationships with the members and non-members of NSR. It was 

discovered that NSR’s biggest opportunity to differentiate itself is through promotion as this is not 

something that the riding clubs normally do. 

There are many different approaches on how to create a successful marketing communications 

strategy, but Dahlen, Lange & Smith argue for an integrated approach where engagement with the 

customers (both current and future) is vital – engagement being the key element (Dahlen, Lange & 

Smith 2010). Dahlen, Lange & Smith (2010) propose a theory that can be used to define the 

cornerstones of marketing communications. The three cornerstones consist of the audience, the 

message and the media channels. Therefore NSR’s target audience will be defined and this will be 

based on the stakeholder analysis in section ‘3.2 Stakeholder Analysis’. 

For discussing how NSR should structure their message Blundel & Ippolito’s theory on how to 

deliver messages will be used to support Dahlen, Lange & Smith’s. For deciding on which 

communication channels would fit NSR, Argenti’s (2009) theory on social media has been used, 

while Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz’s (2008) theory on experience-based communication will help 

highlight how NSR can benefit from this particular type of communication. These theories have 

been chosen as they supplement Dahlen, Lange & Smith’s theory in regards to the cornerstones of 

marketing communications. 

What the three cornerstones consist of and how this approach benefits NSR will be addressed in the 

following section. 

6.1 The cornerstones of Marketing Communications 

Dahlen, Lange & Smith (2010) propose an integrated approach where the target audience, the 

message and the media channels are all connected and interactive. This is very useful for NSR as it 

considers who NSR should communicate with, what they should communicate and how they should 
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communicate it. It also fits well with the thesis structure as the ‘who’ would be NSR’s stakeholders 

that were defined in section ‘3.2 Stakeholder Analysis’ and the ‘what’ is the identity with the value 

statement, mission and vision along with the other competitive advantages of NSR. Therefor the 

target audience and the message will be discussed briefly before addressing this chapter’s main 

point; how NSR can efficiently promote the values and advantages of the club. 

6.1.1 Target audience 

As with all marketing and communication it is always necessary to know who the target audience is 

(Dahlen, Lange & Smith 2010, Blundel & Ippolito 2008). If the target audience is not known, it will 

become impossible for NSR to know who they should communicate to and how they should 

structure their message. NSR’s stakeholders will function as the target audience. However this 

thesis will only focus on two stakeholder groups; the current members of NSR and other equestrian 

riders as this relates to the overall research question of how NSR can keep their current members 

and attract new ones (other equestrian riders). However since survey question #7 showed that riders 

in general picked a riding club close to where they live the target audience will be narrowed down 

to riders within District 2 (Appendix M). 

Therefore the target audience are the riders who, in general, live or have their horse(s) stabled in 

District 2 –both the members and non-members. Since the target audience has now been defined, 

the message must be constructed. This will be done in the next section.  

6.1.2 Message 

NSR has to construct a message that explains who NSR is, which values NSR has, what goals NSR 

hopes to achieve (through the mission and vision) and why people should choose NSR as their club. 

It is important that the message that NSR sends out shows the identity and the values through visual 

aids and language (Argenti 2009). To ensure alignment and consistency it might be beneficial if a 

small committee was created and in charge of communication and marketing activities. The more 

consistent NSR’s identity is the better and more reliable images the stakeholders will have. 

So NSR’s message should include information about NSR as an organization, the values, the 

mission & vision and the advantages. These elements should be supported with visual elements e.g. 

the logo. Having identified the target audience and what should be included in the message, the 

thesis will now move onto deciding on how to promote NSR. 
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6.1.3 Media Channels 

Dahlen, Lange & Smith state that anything that carries a message can be considered a 

communications medium (Dahlen, Lange & Smith 2010: 7). NSR’s main contact points, with its 

members and non-members, are its communication channels; the website, Facebook and physically 

at NSR’s competitions. NSR itself is perhaps even their most important channel. It is at NSR that 

people can get a sense of the identity in real life. At NSR people have the chance to experience what 

NSR offers. 

Also NSR needs to become more visible. Out of the 321 respondents in the survey, in question #14, 

200 people checked that they did not know NSR (Appendix M). Therefore NSR should consider 

creating advertisements for local newspapers or magazines e.g. ‘Ridehesten’ (URL 17). This will 

increase exposure and if the message is clear, consistent and informative it could persuade riders to 

NSR or perhaps to enrolling themselves directly into the club. In the survey only 3 respondents 

checked that they had gotten to know their club through advertising (Appendix M). This is not 

surprising since the riding clubs do not normally actively promote themselves. However it is a good 

opportunity for NSR to become more visible.  

As a result of the above it makes sense for NSR to focus on four different communication channels; 

their website, their Facebook group, advertisement through local newspapers/flyers, posters etc. and 

experience-based communication when looking for ways to promote itself. The four channels will 

be addressed in the following sections. 

6.1.3.1 Website 

NSR’s website needs a thorough make-over. Even though NSR’s club color is navy blue (Appendix 

N), the entire website is constructed in brown/greyish colors. Also the information needs to be 

readjusted and the news need to be updated with more information. The last time photos were added 

to the photo album was in 2013 so if NSR wants to keep this function it has to make it active. NSR 

should also add a section describing itself with information of e.g. when the club was created, how 

many riders they have, the values/mission/vision and what the benefits are. This way all the 

important information will be gathered on one page making it easy to find contrary to NSR’s 

current website that has the information spread across several different pages. The website should 
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be kept updated by a member who could be a part of the communication committee that NSR 

should develop. 

If NSR does not have resources to keep the website updated, then it should be closed as an inactive 

website gives the impression that the club is inactive. Maintained correctly, NSR’s website is a 

great communication channel to spread their messages on. However NSR needs to direct the traffic, 

which could be done through a newsletter to the members, or an update on Facebook. The next 

channel that will be discussed will be NSR’s Facebook channel. 

6.1.3.2 Facebook 

Social media has become increasingly more popular and is broadly used (Argenti 2009). The most 

popular include Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest (URL 16). With the appearance and usage of these 

social media sites boundaries have been moved. It has become fast and easy to spread messages to 

others. By sharing video/pictures/links etc. on Facebook, the message receives more exposure than 

if it were just sent in a mail or posted on a website. The social media sites allow for mass 

communication; enabling organizations like NSR to reach all their members through just one site. If 

NSR wants to share a picture or a message from e.g. their last competition, Facebook provides an 

interface that is both quick to use, but also allows for interactivity between NSR and its members. 

Using social media can be a very effective way of ensuring exposure (Argenti 2009). 

There are both benefits and drawbacks when using a social media site like Facebook. One of the 

advantages is that it is easy for NSR to share what it wants. There are also different levels of 

openness. There is the option of either leaving it open for everyone to see or to close it so that only 

chosen people (NSR’s members) can see the information and pictures in the group. NSR’s 

Facebook group is open and visible for all. However as NSR has a Facebook group, only group 

members can comment or upload files and photos. Also there is the disadvantage that people can 

‘attack’ NSR with negative comments and/or discussions. NSR needs to have a member who should 

be responsible for dealing with such cases. So even though it is possible to control what oneself 

puts on the Internet, it is not possible to control what others do and say which can lead to 

complications (Argenti 2009).  

One of the great advantages provided by social media and hereunder Facebook is the possibility to 

actively connect to the target audience. It is a great opportunity for NSR to build relationships with 
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their stakeholders which is essential in communication and can be used to NSR’s advantage to keep 

and attract members (Dahlen, Lange & Smith 2010). Building relationships will be discussed in 

section ‘6.2 Outcomes – building relationships’.  The next section will address how NSR can 

become more visible through advertisements. 

6.1.3.3 Advertisements 

In order to reach their stakeholders NSR could consider using promotional items such as 

advertisements or banners. The advertisements could be placed in local newspapers and magazines 

as a one-page advertisement to make an impression on the reader. NSR could also create small 

posters or flyers that they could hang in different local equestrian stores or use when holding own 

competitions. The main idea here is to create awareness and persuade people to join NSR. This 

strategy is assumingly more directed at non-members as these are the riders who need to be 

persuaded to change to NSR. The reason for keeping the advertisements local is that, according to 

the survey, 149 (46,42%) said that they chose their riding club as is placed close to where they live 

(Appendix M). It could also be an idea to create banners for the internet sites of the local 

newspapers. This will generate traffic directly to NSR’s website. 

NSR could also draw attention to themselves by writing small articles e.g. about their competitions 

that they could send to local newspapers. This also gives exposure and gives the impression that 

NSR is an active club. The last channel that NSR might benefit from is experience-based 

communication which will be addressed in the next section. 

6.1.3.4 Experience-based communication 

Experience communication is a relatively unnoticed topic and people are not aware just how 

important it is. The idea with this type of communication is that the environment has to match the 

identity so that the message, hereunder the values, is communicated in a consistent way (Ornbo, 

Sneppen & Würtz 2008). Put simply – a message is a promise, but it is only worth as much as it is 

reputed to be (Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz 2008: 11). A violation of this promise will affect the 

credibility and reputation of NSR. 

This is an important element that will help strengthen NSR’s identity if handled properly. If 

neglected one risks conflicting messages; which makes NSR appear untrustworthy. Experience 

communication is any experience that is connected with the organization. In NSR’s case this would 
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be e.g. how they communicate, their language, logos/other visuals, clothing, competitions, activities 

and so forth. 

“Before, during and after the moment of truth, i.e., the physical meeting itself, factors such as time, 

the environment and the overall experience help to determine people’s expectations and lend the 

message credibility.” (Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz 2008: 8). 

Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz (2008) describe the physical meeting to be the moment of truth. This is an 

advantage for NSR as they have contact with many different riders (both members and non-

members) when hosting competitions, courses or other activities. In 2015 NSR will have held 16 

competitions with approximately 1820 equipages (URL 23). An equipage can only start two classes 

a day, but a rider can compete on several different horses. Some of riders will be repeat visitors 

through some of the competitions, but if it is assumed that every rider has two horses and four starts 

at one competition than this means that NSR is visited by 455 individual people in 2015; and this is 

only when looking at the competition participants. This also means that the physical experiences 

become the most significant way for NSR to promote their values and advantages as people get to 

experience it in real life through e.g. the well-organized competitions or the cozy, good atmosphere.  

NSR’s other communication channels also create experiences for the receivers and can therefore 

also be defined as experience communication. This means that it is important for NSR to maintain a 

consistent message and identity across all communication channels, as this leaves the best 

impression. 

If a message is a promise it can be argued that the identity of NSR is linked with the expectations of 

both members and others. If NSR is able to match or exceed the expectations of its members they 

are more likely to stay a member of NSR. Satisfied members will possibly also spread positive 

word of mouth which in the end can lead to NSR gaining new members.  

So, by considering experience communication, one can ensure that the message is delivered 

consistently across different contact points, which gives NSR credibility. Also considering the 

effects of experience-based communication creates a competitive advantage because it takes the 

marketing communications strategy a step further towards engaging the audience including the 

stakeholders. Experience-based communication also opens up for building relationships with 
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stakeholders. By building positive relationships, it is possible that the members will stay loyal to 

NSR. This will be further discussed in the following section.  

6.2 Outcomes – building relationships 

“The most important goal of communication – both internally and externally – is to create good 

relationships with the recipient”. (Ornbo, Sneppen & Würtz 2008: 13). Relationships are important 

to maintain and nurture as a good relationship can turn into a long-term commitment which is an 

advantage seen from a marketing perspective (Dahlen, Lange & Smith 2010: 25). As relationships 

are interactive they require an effort to maintain and uphold, which means NSR must engage its 

members and respond to feedback and suggestions. Building relationships also allows both 

members and non-members to connect to NSR. If NSR regularly communicates with their 

stakeholders and provides new information on their current projects the stakeholders are likely to 

connect more than if they do not receive any information. Building good relationships takes time, 

but will be beneficial for NSR, from a long-term perspective, as it induces loyalty.  

So it all comes down to being able to communicate NSR’s identity consistently. The identity is the 

message, promise and experience that must be fulfilled. By creating relationships NSR can earn the 

trust and loyalty from their audiences and hopefully both keep their current members and attract 

new ones at the same time. 

6.3 Sub-conclusion  

All in all it can be determined that in order for NSR to develop a marketing communications 

strategy that efficiently promotes the values and advantages of NSR; it needs to focus on four 

different communication channels. NSR’s website needs a make-over, but if NSR does this it has a 

platform where it can reach many people at once. Also NSR’s Facebook group is a great way to 

promote the club. The Facebook page is interactive which can make the members feel more 

engaged. To attract new members NSR should consider advertisements in newsletters and 

magazines. This could help draw attention to NSR. The last channel is NSR itself through 

experience-based communication. Here riders can experience NSR is real life which is where NSR 

can truly promote itself, its values and its competitive advantages.  
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7. Conclusion 

Based on the research and analysis performed through the thesis it is now possible to conclude that 

NSR needs to take several measures with both their communication and marketing activities if they 

want to keep their current members and attract new ones at the same time. 

First NSR needs to strengthen its identity. This was done by developing a value statement, along 

with a mission and vison. These three elements set the strategic direction for NSR and the value 

statement offers a guideline to what NSR stands for and what it expects from the members (and vice 

versa) NSR’s values are quality, solidarity, structure, good horsemanship, positivity, coziness which 

all in all should lead to good experiences & good times. 

In order for NSR to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors NSR needs to focus on 

promoting itself and its competitive advantages. As the riding club industry has intense rivalry NSR 

needs to find a way to differentiate itself and this will be by promoting itself. NSR will be the only 

riding club with a visible and explicit identity. NSR is also one of the cheapest clubs in District 2 

and offers professional outdoor facilities. Another advantage is NSR’s well-organized competitions 

and the fact that members, who are stabled elsewhere, can use the facilities for free as well. If NSR 

can promote the advantages and the identity, it can gain a competitive advantage over its 

competitors and hopefully in time, this will lead to the mission and vision coming true. 

In order to promote the identity, including the values, and the competitive advantages, NSR should 

focus on four communication channels; its website, its Facebook group, advertisements and itself – 

through experience-based communication. NSR should invest in advertisements in local 

newspapers and/or magazines since this will increase the exposure. NSR should also use its website, 

if receives a make-over and NSR has the resources to keep it updated and active. NSR’s Facebook 

group is useful as this allows for direct interaction between the members and NSR.  

However, the most important communication channel is NSR itself. Experience-based 

communication is important for NSR as the physical element here means that members and non-

members get to experience NSR ‘in real life’ which is why NSR should ensure that their values and 

benefits are strongly communicated and visible here. Combining the communication and marketing 

measures should help ensure NSR to keeping their current members and attract new ones as well.  
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8. Recommendations 

Some issues were discovered during the analysis and discussions throughout the thesis. Therefore a 

few recommendations will be mentioned for NSR, as it is believed that these could benefit NSR. 

 It is recommended that NSR implements the identity elements that have been developed in 

the thesis including the value statement, the mission and the vision. However, all elements 

can be modified if the BoD believes that NSR’s values are different or if they disagree in the 

direction set by the mission and vision.  

 

 It is recommended that NSR creates a communication and marketing committee that are 

responsible for keeping NSR modern and visible. The committee will be in charge of 

promotional activities and should focus on attracting new members. Preferable this 

committee should be headed by a communication or marketing educated person and have a 

few junior members, as these tend to know the latest trend within social media. 

 

 It is recommended that NSR updates its website so that it is aligned with NSR’s identity and 

signals the values of NSR. This means that the website should be professional, be kept 

updated and show the identity. The website should also be user friendly to ensure a good 

experience. 

 

 It is recommended that NSR conducts a survey within its members to identify whether 

people would like to be able to represent NSR through clothing and/or equipment. This 

could e.g. be jackets or sweatshirts for the riders and rugs or saddle pads for the 

horses/ponies. By offering this it gives the riders a chance to show their solidarity, which is 

both a developed value of NSR, but also a factor that many of the interviewees mentioned as 

an important element for them. 

 

  It is recommended that NSR organizes more courses as this was a wish from several of the 

members. To decide which courses should be held, NSR can engage their members, by 

having a dialogue in their Facebook group. 
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10. Appendices 

Appendix A – DRF Members 

- DRF members in 2012, 2013 and 2014 

 

 

Source: http://www.dif.dk/da/om_dif/medlemstal 
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Appendix B – Top 11 Riding Clubs 

- Top 11 riding clubs in District 2 

 

 

Source: http://go.rideforbund.dk/klubber.aspx#RegionId=R01-

05&DistrictId=D02&page=1&pagesize=30  
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Appendix C – Interview questions DK/EN 

Interview (Danish) 

Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR synes om NSR. Dette gælder 

både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan forbedres. 

Den første del handler om hvem du er, så jeg kan finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Medlems spørgsmål 

A) Hvad er dit navn, alder og beskæftigelse? 

 

B) Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

 

C) Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem hos NSR? 

 

D) Er du medlem af flere klubber? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvilke? 

Anden del handler primært om NSR’s funktionalitet. Dette skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s 

styrker og svagheder. 

A) Hvad synes du, er det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR? 

 

B) Hvad bruger du medlemskabet til? 

 

C) Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

 

D) Er der noget du synes NSR skal gøre bedre? 

 

E) Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser eller andre arrangementer? 

 

F) Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har? 

 

G) Hvordan opfatter du NSR, som klub? 

 

H) Vil du mene NSR har et godt ry? Hvorfor/hvorfor ikke? 

 

I) Lever medlemskabet hos NSR op til dine forventninger? 

Sidste del omhandler NSRs kommunikation. 

A) Synes du NSR er gode til at kommunikere med medlemmerne? 

 

B) Hvor ser du typisk nyheder eller meddelelser fra NSR? 

 

C) Følger du NSR på Facebook? 

 

D) Bruger du hjemmesiden? Hvad bruger du den til? 
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Interview translated into English: 

The purpose of this interview is to find out what the members of NSR think of NSR. This relates both to 

what is good and what can be improved. 

The first part focuses on who you are, so I can find out who the members of NSR are. 

Membership questions 

A) What’s your name, age and occupancy? 

 

B) How long have you been a member of NSR? 

 

C) Why did you choose to be a member of NSR? 

 

D)  Are you a member of other riding clubs? If yes, why and which ones? 

The second part is mainly about NSR’s functionality. This will be used to analyze and define NSR’s 

strengths and weaknesses. 

A) What do you think is the best thing about being a member of NSR? 

 

B) What do you use your membership for?  

 

C) Do you think NSR organizes enough competitions and courses?  

 

D) Is there anything you think NSR could improve? 

 

E) How do you experience the atmosphere at NSR e.g. during competitions, courses or other activities. 

 

F) Which values do you think NSR has? 

 

G) How do you experience NSR as a club? 

 

H) Do you think NSR has a good reputation? Why/why not? 

 

I) Does the membership at NSR live up to your expectations? 

The last part is about NSR’s communication. 

A) Do you think NSR is good at communicating with their members? 

 

B) Where do you typically see news or messages from NSR?  

 

C) Are you following NSR on Facebook? 

 

D) Do you use NSR’s website? What do you use it for? 
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Appendix D – Interview with Majbritt 

Place: Farasi Riding Center, 3480 Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Majbritt Paulson 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 10:56 minutes 

Name of sound file: Majbritt_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR synes om 

NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er, så jeg kan finde 

ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Majbritt Jeg hedder Majbritt Paulson. Jeg er 42 år, og jeg arbejder til hverdag som controller i 

en ejendomsudlejnings firma. 

2 Kristine Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Majbritt Hvad har jeg været medlem? 30 år eller sådan noget? Tror jeg faktisk. Jeg tror måske 

jeg havde et par år, hvor jeg ikke var medlem. Men altså.. Jeg har altid været medlem 

af NSR. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem af NSR? 

5 Majbritt Det var vidst det eneste der var. Haha. Det var jo før den tid, hvor der lå en rideklub 

på hver gade hjørne. 

6 Kristine Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

7 Majbritt Nej, kun NSR. 

8 Kristine Det var fint. Det var første del . Anden del det handler om NSR’s funktionalitet og 

det skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 
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  Time 01:23 

9 Kristine Hvad synes du det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er? 

10 Majbritt Jeg synes der er en god stemning og jeg synes vi holder nogen gode arrangementer. 

Og vi har nogen gode faciliteter til at holde dem på. Der er en god struktur og jeg 

synes jeg oplever, men det er svært når jeg er her så meget. Men jeg synes egentlig 

mit indtryk er at stævnerne og arrangementerne forløber rigtig godt. Og så er vi gode 

til at lave det vi laver. / I think there is a good atmosphere and I think vi hold some 

good activities. We also have good facilities to hold them on. There is a good 

structure. My impression is that the competitions and activities run really well. And 

we are good at what we do. 

11 Kristine Hvad bruger du dit medlemskab til? 

12 Majbritt Jeg er passiv medlem lige pt., men jeg har jo også startet stævner. I og med vi står 

her så er jeg ikke afhængig af at bruge faciliteter, men der var et tidspunkt i mine 

meget unge dage, hvor jeg stod på en gård lidt længere nede af vejen. Der brugte jeg 

faciliteterne gennem mit medlemskab. 

13 Kristine Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

14 Majbritt Ja det synes jeg hvis man tager ud fra det brede publikum. Jeg synes jo selvfølgelig, 

vi har mange forskellige ryttere i mange forskellige kategorier. Min overbevisning er 

lidt at hvis man rider distriktsstævner eller mere så kører du ud i byen. SÅ har du 

ikke brug for at… Jo du vil gerne have det vi kan tilbyde, men jeg tror også du er 

mættet med volumen af det, ikke? Og jeg tror bare vi er bedst gearet til sløjfestævner 

og klubstævner. Og det tror jeg bare man skal holde fast i. 

15 Kristine Er der noget du synes NSR kan gøre bedre? 

16 Majbritt Jeg tror vi skal følge lidt med i, hvad der er rytterne gerne vil ride og prøve at tilpasse 

os det. 

17 Kristine Altså spørge medlemmerne eller også rytterne udefra? 

18 Majbritt Jeg tror… Måske også rytterne udefra, fordi jeg synes et par år vi har set til, i hvert 

fald vores pony distriktsstævne, men også vores heste distriktsstævne at vi ikke har 

fået så mange starter. Og så har vi prøvet sådan at tilpasse det lidt. Altså simpelthen 

siddet og kigget på f.eks. Slangerup eller Helsinge på hvad gør de. De har altid 

mange starter og prøvet at lave nogenlunde de klasser. Og det har egentlig vi virket, 

vi har fået mange. Og så har vi prøvet at få en sponsor. Vi fik Tina til at lave Vikar 

Cup for ponyer. Det synes jeg også trak en hel del. Og ligesom prøve at få de der. Jeg 

synes også det hjalp at vi fik ny bane. Det har også rygtes og så vil de gerne være her 
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igen. / I think it helped when we got a new showjumping bedding. The rumor spread 

and now they want to be here again.  

19 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser eller andre 

arrangementer? 

20 Majbritt Jeg synes altid her er en god stemning. Også hvis der er et problem, så synes jeg vi 

har formået at få det løst på en konfliktfri måde. For det er jo ikke sådan at hele 

stævnepladsen koger, vel? Der er altid noget til et mesterskab, og der er altid nogen 

der er i tvivl om en eller anden pony der har gået noget, ikk? Men jeg synes vi er 

meget gode til at tage det i opløbet… Få en god dialog med dem som er her. 

21 Kristine Hvis du skulle putte nogen værdier på NSR, hvad ville det så være? 

22 Majbritt Kvalitet. Struktur. Professionalisme. For jeg synes egentlig det kører godt. Vi har 

altid gode baner og gode banebyggere og også til dressurstævner… Altså der er 

ligesom styr på det, ikk? Gode dommere og ja… Positive! / Quality. Structure. 

Professionalism. Because I really think it’s going well. We also have good arenas 

and good course designers and also at the dressage competitions… Well it’s all 

under control, right? Good judges and yeah… Positive! 

23 Kristine Hvordan opfatter du NSR som klub? 

24 Majbritt Som en gammeldags, gedigen, professionel rideklub. / As an old-fashioned, real, 

professional riding club. 

25 Kristine Sådan lidt traditionel i det? 

26 Majbritt Ja det tror jeg godt man kan sige. Men samtidig også meget kvalitetsbevidst. Og vi 

må jo ku et eller andet for vi har ret mange medlemmer. Og jeg synes også vi har 

nogen medlemmer, som rider på et højt plan både i springning og dressur. Og 

medlemmer langvejs fra. Så det er ikke kun sådan en klike der er medlem. Altså, det 

er jo flere forskellige. Og mange forskellige typer medlemmer. Man kan sige, 

selvfølgelig har vi haft lidt medlemsnedgang, men ikke så meget som andre klubber 

har haft. Folk vil stadig væk gerne komme og ride for NSR. / But also very quality-

conscious. And we must be able to do something because we have a lot of members. 

And I think we have some members who ride on a high level within both 

showjumping and dressage. And members who live far away. So it’s not just this little 

group of members. And many different types of members. You could say that of 

course we’ve had some downfall in memberships but not as much as the other clubs 

have had. People still want to come and ride for NSR. 

27 Kristine Vil du tro NSR har et godt ry? 
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28 Majbritt Ja. Det vil jeg faktisk tro. Det er det jeg hører når vi holder stævner her. Folk 

kommer altid ned i sekretariatet og siger ”Nej hvor er her pænt” og ”Hvor fungerer 

det godt” og ”Hvor er her rart at være”. Så det vil jeg tro. Jeg vil blive overrasket, 

hvis ikke vi havde i hvert fald. 

29 Kristine Nu ved jeg godt, du siger du er passiv medlem,  men synes du medlemskabet hos 

NSR lever op til dine forventninger? 

30 Majbritt Ja altså begge børn er jo aktive medlemmer og de får, synes jeg, det de har brug for. 

Og det er jo altid når de skal ride mesterskaber så får de et underlag, og hvis de skal 

ride noget for hold eller noget klub. Der er også mulighed for transporttilskud og… 

Der er mange fordele, synes jeg ved at ride for NSR. Så det gør det da helt bestemt. 

Selvom de rider på to forskellige niveauer. 

31 Kristine Super. Det var anden del. Den sidste del den omhandler NSR’s kommunikation. 

  Time 06:54 

32 Kristine Synes du NSR er gode til at kommunikere med deres medlemmer? 

33 Majbritt Altså jeg tror det har hjulpet at vi har fået en Facebook side, helt sikkert. Og jeg 

fornemmer også at det er flere og flere der bruger den. Og det tror jeg er det medie til 

at komme ud til medlemmerne. Det kan jeg også se mange af de andre klubber de 

bruger jo udelukkende Facebook. De bruger jo ikke deres hjemmesider. Jeg ved ikke 

om de bruger andre sociale medier, om de bruger SnapChat… Men det ved jeg ikke, 

det er i hvert fald svært. Så jeg synes vi skal i hvert fald styrke den del. 

34 Kristine Så hvor ser du typisk nyhederne fra NSR? 

35 Majbritt Via FaceBook eller på et opslag herude i stalden. / On Facebook or an announcement 

here in the stable. 

36 Kristine Og du følger så også NSR på Facebook? 

37 Majbritt Ja 

38 Kristine Bruger du NSR’s hjemmeside også? 

39 Majbritt Ja til at indberette til championater. Det er sådan set det eneste. Og det er tit jeg 

glemmer det, men så er det jo meget rart at man kan gå ind og se, hvad det er man 

har indberettet. Men jeg kan jo godt se at selve hjemmesiden er jo også.. Altså det er 

jo et gammelt format og det er en gammel side. Den er jo slet ikke opdateret på 

nogen måder. Jeg kan også forestille mig, uden at jeg ved særlig meget om det, at 
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dem som arbejder med den må have lidt vanskeligheder fordi den er så gammel. Det 

(designet red.) er heller ikke nyt… Men jeg ved ikke om man skal sige, at Facebook 

bare har overstyret i stedet for man har en hjemmeside. 

40 Kristine Det var det jeg havde af spørgsmål. Har du noget du ellers vil tilføje som du synes er 

vigtigt at få med om NSR? 

41 Majbritt Vi skal have nogen flere medlemmer. Jo flere medlemmer jo flere muligheder. Så jeg 

tror bare det er med at sprede budskabet og… Altså vi er jo ikke en klub som går ud 

og shanghajer folk. / We need more members. More members give more 

opportunities. So I think we need to spread the message. 

42 Kristine Nej på en måde skal vi måske blive mere synlige…? 

43 Majbritt Ja. På den måde. Og dem som er vores konkurrenter her omkring det er Digelsgård 

og Hesselrød. Og det er jo noget andet de udbyder. Hvor vi har snakket om i hvert 

fald i stævneudvalget at de laver breddeaktiviteter og alt det der og det er de gode til, 

så lad dem om det. Så der er ingen grund til at vi går ind og prøver at konkurrerer på 

det. Og så kan man sige at der ryttere der vil ride sådan noget de skal vælge den klub, 

men dem der vil noget andet de skal så vælge NSR. Det vi tilbyder, det vi kan. Og så 

synes jeg at økonomien i vores medlemskab er også fornuftig. Du bliver ikke flået 

for at være medlem, vel? Man kan også få halvårsmedlemsskab, så det bør være en 

fortaler for at kunne vælge det. Og så har vi jo Cup og vi har fine præmier til 

championaterne. Og vi har da prøvet med et par pokaler til stævnerne nu. Og vi 

havde Talent Cup sidste år og vi har jo kørt NSR Cup i… Det kørte vi med i mange 

år, 6-7 år tror jeg faktisk. Så der er ligesom muligheder for belønninger. Man skal 

måske prøve at ramme den gruppe som ikke er professionelle ikke? Klubstævne 

rytterne. Så der også er noget for dem at ride for. For dem som rider distriktsstævner 

de kører ud i byen og rider mesterskaber der. Der skal jo også være noget for de 

andre. Vi har mange kunder i stalden som også bare rider på klubplan. 

44 Kristine Ja som faktisk kun starter de stævner der er her? 

45 Majbritt Ja. Og dem prøver vi da også, jeg vil ikke sige favorisere, men vi prøver da at lave et 

eller andet så der også er noget for dem. Så det var mit bidrag. 
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Appendix E – Interview with Erika 
 

Place: Farasi Riding Center, Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Erika Henk  

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 05:00 minutes  

Name of sound file: Erika_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR synes 

om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan forbedres. Hvis du 

har noget at tilføje til nogen af spørgsmålene, eller du har noget udover det, som jeg 

spørger om, må du endelig sige til. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er så jeg kan 

finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Erika Ja. Men jeg hedder Erika. Jeg er 18 år gammel og gymnasie elev. 

2 Kristine Ja. Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Erika Det er et godt spørgsmål. Øhm. Siden jeg begyndte at ride stævner som 10-årig tror 

jeg. Så det må være 8 år. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem af NSR? 

5 Erika Min mor kendte Anita, må det korte svar, jo sådan set være.Griner. 

Jeg havde kontakt til hende og så… Jo den pony jeg red på den gang, der var ejeren 

af den også medlem herude. Så det var meget nærliggende at det blev her. Og så 

skulle jeg også tage ryttermærker her faktisk. Det var det hele, der var flere 
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årssager! 

6 Kristine Ja. Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

7 Erika Ja, jeg er medlem af Sportsrideklubben. 

8 Kristine Er der en grund til det? 

9 Erika Ja. Øhh, jeg skulle ride en eller anden ting, noget mesterskab for distrikt 1 engang, 

ja. 

10 Kristine Super. Det var første del. Så rykker vi videre til anden del. Det handler primært om 

NSR’s funktionalitet og det skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker 

og svagheder. 

  Time 1:35 

12 Kristine Så jeg vil gerne vide, hvad du synes, det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er? 

13 Erika Jamen det må være at det er en relativ stor klub med mange medlemmer så der 

foregår en del aktiviteter, som man kan deltage i. Og så især fordi jeg står her, så er 

det jo meget nærliggende at jeg deltager i alle de aktiviteter, som jeg har mulighed 

for. / Well that must be that it is a relatively big club with a lot of members so there 

are quite a few activities that you can participate in. And, especially because I am 

stabled here, it’s quite obvious that I participate in the activities that I am able to. 

14 Kristine Ville du være medlem af NSR, hvis du ikke stod her? 

15 Erika Ja det tror jeg, men nok bare fordi at jeg skulle have en kub at starte stævner for og 

så har jeg været medlem siden jeg var 10. 

16 Kristine Ja. Hvad bruger du primært medlemsskabet til? 
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17 Erika Starte stævner for NSR. 

18 Kristine Ja. Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

19 Erika Det ville være rart med nogen springkurser. Øhm… Stævnerne er jo sådan… Det 

kunne da være rart med nogen flere, men det er også svært at finde hjælpere til at 

afholde så mange stævner. Jeg synes egentlig, det er meget fint og der er en god 

blanding af spring og dressur. Springkurser kunne godt være rart. Der har været 

dressurkurser med Leif Sørensen, som dressur rytterne vidst nok får en hel del ud af 

og er meget begejstret for. Jeg har faktisk også overvejet selv at prøve det, jeg har 

bare ikke kunne de sidste par gange han har været her. Der har lige været et stævne 

i vejen. 

20 Kristine Er der noget, udover at holder flere springkurser, er der så noget du synes NSR 

kunne gøre bedre? 

21 Erika Jeg synes, måske godt det kunne være en mere aktiv klub for dens medlemmer altså 

sådan inddrage medlemmerne mere og du ved, sådan moderniseret den lidt. Mere 

inddragelse af medlemmerne så man kunne få nogen endnu federe arrangementer 

med endnu større opbakning. Også f.eks. med at engagere nogen flere hjælpere til 

afholdelse af fede stævner. For vi har jo rimelige gode faciliteter. Altså bortset fra 

parkeringsforhold. 

22 Kristine Så… Så det ville være godt hvis de fandt en måde på at engagere deres 

medlemmer? 

23 Erika Ja. 

24 Kristine Ok. Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. når vi afholder stævner og 

kurser eller andre arrangementer? 

25 Erika Sådan helt kort så er den hyggelig. Der er ret uformel stemning også, forestiller jeg 

mig, selvom man kommer udefra. Ja der er hyggeligt og rart at være. / Put briefly, 
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it’s cozy. Also there is a quite informal atmosphere, I imagine, even though you’re 

coming from outside. 

26 Kristine Hvis du skulle beskrive nogen værdier, du synes NSR har, hvordan ville det så 

være? 

27 Erika Det kunne være, sådan lidt… Lidt traditionelt, godt og det er ikke dårligt 

overhoved. Det er sådan meget…. Traditionsbundet kan man vidst godt sige ved at 

de gør som de altid har gjort og det er sådan set godt, for det er de rigtig gode til. 

Men nogengange så kunne det være meget sjovt hvis det også udviklet sig lidt… 

Nytænkning kunne man godt ønske sig. Man kan jo selv være med når man er 

medlem. / It can be a bit… A bit traditional, in a good way. It’s very… Bound by 

traditions I guess because they do as they have always done, which is good since 

they are very good at it. But it could be fun if it evolved a bit. New ways of thinking 

would be nice.  

28 Kristine Hvordan synes du, du opfatter NSR, som klub? 

29 Erika Jamen igen, hyggelig. Traditionel. Et sted der er rart at være, men hvor man godt 

kunne engagere medlemmerne endnu mere, sådan så det ikke blev en lille sluttet 

gruppe. / Cozy. Traditional. A place that is nice to be, but where one could engage 

the members even more so it didn’t become a little, tight knot. 

30 Kristine Synes du NSR har et godt ry? / Do you think NSR has a good reputation? 

31 Erika Ja. / Yes 
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Appendix F – Interview with Annette 

Place: Farasi Riding Center, Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Annette Højbjerg 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 5:02 minutes 

Name of sound file: Annette_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er og 

hvorfor du har valgt at være medlem af NSE, så jeg kan finde ud af hvem 

medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Annette Annette Højbjerg, jeg er 51 år gammel. Jeg er ejendomsmægler. 

2 Kristine Super. Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Annette Altså ikke hvor længe jeg har stået her? Det er kun hvor længe jeg har været 

medlem af NSR? 

4 Kristine Ja. 

5 Annette Hvor længe har jeg det…? Lidt over et år. 
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6 Kristine Har du stået her længere? 

7 Annette Ja. Men det var gået et eller andet galt. Jeg havde ansøgt om medlemskab og 

så var jeg ikke blevet optaget. Eller jeg havde aldrig fået et girokort eller jeg 

havde ikke stillet op i stævner og sådan noget. 

8 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem af NSR? 

9 Annette Ja det var fordi jeg står her og jeg skulle stille op til stævne. 

10 Kristine Ja. Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

11 Annette Nej. 

12 Kristine Super. Det var første del. Så rykker vi videre til anden del. Det handler 

primært om NSR’s funktionalitet og det skal bruges til at analysere og 

definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 

  Time 1:25 

13 Kristine Så jeg vil gerne vide, hvad du synes, det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR 

er? 

14 Annette Jamen det er jo at jeg kan starte de stævner der er her på stedet. / Well that is 

that I can enter the competitions here.  

15 Kristine Ok. Og det er så det du primært bruger medlemsskabet til? 

16 Annette Ja det er det jeg bruger det til. 
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17 Kristine Ja. Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

18 Annette Det ville da være rart med nogen flere dressurstævner. Men det er blevet 

bedre efter du er kommet.  

 

Griner. 

 

Men jeg synes, overordnet set, at de holder pænt mange stævner. Men gerne 

flere dressurstævner. / It would be nice with a few more dressage 

competitions. 

19 Kristine Er der noget, udover at holde flere dressurstævner, er der så noget du synes 

NSR kunne gøre bedre? 

20 Annette Altså kurser, forskellige kurser kunne godt være lidt spændende. Kurser i 

alle mulige forskellige ting ville jeg i hvert fald synes kunne være sjovt. 

21 Kristine Ok. Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. når vi afholder stævner 

og kurser eller andre arrangementer? 

22 Annette Jeg synes den er rigtig god. Rigtig god stemning. Også i forhold til hvad jeg 

har oplevet andre steder.  

23 Kristine Hvis du skulle beskrive nogen værdier, du synes NSR har, hvordan ville det 

så være? 

24 Annette Altså jeg synes, det… Der er styr på det og folk vil gerne hjælp. Der er ingen 

sure miner og tingene kører. / Well I think that… It is well-managed and 
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people want to help. There are no bad feelings and the things run smoothly. 

25 Kristine Hvordan synes du, du opfatter NSR, som klub? 

26 Annette Altså jeg kender den ikke sådan rigtig, udover jeg sådan starter lidt stævner, 

men… Jeg har jo ikke sat mig sådan helt ind i… Men jeg opfatter det som en 

velfungerende klub. Set sådan ude fra. / I experience it as a well-functioning 

club.  

27 Kristine Synes du NSR har et godt ry? 

28 Annette Ja det vil jeg tro. Især på springstævnerne. 

29 Kristine Lever medlemsskabet hos NSR op til dine forventninger? 

30 Annette Ja det synes jeg! 

31 Kristine Du får hvad du betaler for i hvert fald? 

32 Annette Ja. Det gør jeg. 

33 Kristine Super. Det var så anden del og tredje del den omhandler NSR’s 

kommunikation. 

  Time 3:59 

34 Kristine Og der vil jeg gerne vide om du synes NSR er gode til at kommunikere med 

deres medlemmer? 

35 Annette Altså jeg synes efter der er kommet den der side på Facebook, så synes jeg 

det er godt. Ellers har jeg ikke rigtig fået så meget kommunikation andet end 
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hvad der hænger ude på tavlen. Så det stadie jeg er i er der selvfølgelig 

heller ikke brug for andet kommunikation end det jeg skal vide, hvornår de 

har stævner. Så det er ikke fordi, at jeg mangler noget. Men jeg synes, det er 

meget hyggeligt med den der hjemmeside. Så kommer man lidt tættere på. / 

Well after the Facebook group was created, I think it has been good. 

Otherwise I haven’t really gotten any communication except for what is 

hung on the bulletin board. 

36 Kristine Så hvor ser du typisk nyheder eller meddelelser fra NSR? 

37 Annette Det er på opslagstavlen og så inde på Facebook. 

38 Kristine Og du følger så NSR på Facebook kan jeg næsten regne ud…? 

39 Annette Ja. 

40 Kristine NSR har jo også en hjemmeside med nyheder og stævneoversigt og noget 

championat. Bruger du også den? 

41 Annette Ja den kigger jeg også på. 

42 Kristine Er det primært for nyhederne? 

43 Annette Det er mest for stævnerne. 

44 Kristine Det var det! Tak skal du have. 
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Appendix G – Interview with Caroline 

Place: Farasi Riding Center, Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Caroline Bering 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 9:07 minutes 

Name of sound file: Caroline_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine 
Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er jeg kan 

finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Caroline Jeg hedder Caroline og jeg er 40. Jeg arbejder i en tøjbutik, som assistent. 

2 Kristine Super. Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3  Det er et godt spørgsmål. Jeg var med som barn og som teenager i en 4-5 år 

og så har jeg haft pause og er kommet herud igen for 2 år siden. Alt i alt er det 

vel en 7 år eller sådan noget. Måske lidt længere faktisk fordi at jeg red for 

klubben på et tidspunkt hvor jeg blev lidt stædig fordi jeg var så glad for 

klubben. 

4 Kristine Men du stod et andet sted? 

5 Caroline Ja. Ja. 

6 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem af NSR? 

7 Caroline Det gjorde jeg helt klart pga. Anita og Pam. De er så søde herude og så at det 

bare altid er så gennemplanlagt og tilrettelagt også det de laver. 

8 Kristine Kendte du dem før du flyttede herud? Eller før du lærte om NSR? 

9 Caroline Øhm… Nej. Nej. 

10 Kristine Er du medlem af flere klubber end bare NSR? 

11 Caroline Nej jeg harværet fordi jeg ville være medlem af et andet distrikt også for at 

have større mulighed for at starte.  

12 Kristine Det var første afdeling. Så handler anden del om NSR’s funktionalitet og det 

skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 

 

Hvad synes du det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er? 

  Time 02:00 
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13 Caroline Det er nok deres – det var det der trak mig i første omgang – deres stævner. / 

That is probably – what drew me from the beginning – their competitions. 

14 Kristine Er det så også det du primært bruger medlemsskabet til? 

15 Caroline Ja det er det nok. Øhm… Fordi man behøver ikke… Skal man være medlem 

af klubben for at stå herude? Det er jeg faktisk lidt i tvivl om. 

16 Kristine Det har jeg fået at vide man skal ja. Men det er ikke alle der er det har jeg 

fundet ud af. 

17 Caroline Nåå ok… Så det vil jeg umiddelbart sige og så dengang var det, da jeg kom 

herud første gang, altså der var det en nødvendighed for jeg havde brug for 

noget god træning til ponyen. Der var Anita super dengang. 

18 Kristine Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

19 Caroline Ja det synes jeg. Det har været sløvt for nogen år tilbage, hvor der har været 

en periode, men de sidste 2 år, hvor jeg har været der, der synes jeg der har 

været rigtig knald på.  

20 Kristine For mange? 

21 Caroline Nej, det synes jeg ikke.  

22 Kristine Er der noget du synes, NSR kunne gøre bedre? 

23 Caroline Årh det ved jeg sørme ikke. Jeg ville gerne kunne svare noget, som kunne 

bruges konstruktivt. Men jeg er faktisk meget godt tilfreds. Måske at lægge 

lidt flere penge i kassen til en god bund i ridehuset.  

24 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser og andre 

arrangementer? 

25 Caroline Jeg synes den er super. Jeg har ikke været noget sted, hvor der har været så 

god stemning. Medlemmer i blandt og også… ja the ”Staff”. / I think it is 

great. I haven’t been anywhere else, where the atmosphere has been so good. 

Both among the members and the… yeah, the staff. 

26 Kristine Super. Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har som klub? 

27 Caroline Altså værdier… Det er jo næsten at gentage sig selv lidt i hvert fald i 

forbindelse med konkurrencer så synes jeg der er stor værdi i og så deres 

udendørs faciliteter. Og så Chris’s gode måde at håndtere hestene på og tage 

sig af dem. / I think there is value in the competitions and their outdoor 

facilities. And then Chris’s good way of handling the horses and taking care 

of them. 

28 Kristine Så lidt deres engagement måske? 

29 Caroline Ja det tror jeg. 

30 Kristine Vil du tro NSR har et godt ry? 

31 Caroline Altså det er ikke noget, jeg kun vil tro. Jeg tror næsten, at jeg ved, at de har 

det. Fordi det er i hvert fald det jeg hører ude omkring i byen. Nogen gange 

kunne jeg godt forestille mig at der vil være et ønske om forskellige 

muligheder for trænere, som var heroppe. Det kan vi jo få lov til at tage 

udefra, men det er måske et sted… Men det er altid svært at tilfredsstille alle 
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ikke? / Well it isn’t somethink I only think. I almost think, that I know that 

they do. Because that is what I hear outside. 

32 Kristine Lever medlemsskabet af NSR op til dine forventninger? 

33 Caroline Ja det synes jeg egentlig. / Yes I think so. 

34 Kristine Så er vi nået til den sidste del. Den omhandler NSR’s kommunikation 

  Time 05:05 

35 Kristine Synes du NSR er gode til at kommunikere med deres medlemmer? 

36 Caroline Det er jo lidt forvirrende på en måde at svare på fordi NSR klub er jo ikke det 

samme som dem der er herude til daglig vel? / Well, that’s a bit confusing to 

answer, because the club NSR isn’t the same as the people who are here 

daily, right? 

37 Kristine Nej det er rigtig nok der er forskel på Farasi og NSR. De er svære at skelne 

mellem. 

38 Caroline Ja og der vil jeg nok sige at hvis NSR også er dem, som står for 

arrangementerne til stævner så har jeg haft lidt problemer med 

kommunikationen i forhold til tilmeldingen. Men altså, det har jo løst sig, men 

der har været nogen gange, hvor jeg ikke har fået mail svar tilbage.  

39 Kristine Altså en bekræftelse på tilmeldingen? 

40 Caroline Ja eller hvis der var noget jeg var i tvivl om omkring noget tilmelding. 

41 Kristine Så der kunne de godt forbedre lidt? 

42 Caroline Ja det synes jeg. Enten et lidt hurtigere svar eller i hvert fald et svar. Jeg har 

haft en gang eller to, hvor jeg har måtte skrive tilbage, hvor jeg så ikke har 

fået svar, hvor jeg har tænkt ”Nå, men de har nok haft travlt”. Men jeg har 

faktisk gerne ville have et svar. 

43 Kristine Hvor ser du typisk nyheder eller meddelelser fra NSR? 

44 Caroline Jeg så det tidligere på Facebook,  det gør jeg så ikke lige pt. da min Facebook 

er nede, men ellers så er det sådan hvad der er slået op på opslagstavlen i 

stalden. 

45 Kristine Ja, og du følger så ikke længere NSR på Facebook? 

46 Caroline Nej 

47 Kristine Lige i øjeblikket i hvert fald? 

48 Caroline Nej. 

49 Kristine NSR har jo også en hjemmeside. Bruger du den til noget? 

50 Caroline Ja jeg er inde på den nu og da for lige at tjekke hvordan situationen ser ud i 

stævne championatet og sådan lige se om der er nogen nyheder, som man 

absolut skal se. Men jeg er ikke så flittig til at gå derind og det er nok også 

fordi jeg synes at den ind i mellem er lidt kedelig.  

51 Kristine Sådan designet eller er det sådan mere nyhedsmæssigt? 

52 Caroline Også nyhedsmæssigt. Jeg tror ikke den bliver opdateret så tit. Så derfor er det 

nok heller ikke nødvendigt, rigtigt, at gå ind oftere. Men det kunne måske 

lokke nogen flere… Medlemmer til? Eller, hvis man på en eller anden måde 
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kunne søge og finde klubben derinde og så på den måde kunne den. Altså i 

hvert fald set i forhold til nogen andre klubber at der er den også lidt kedelig 

vores. 

53 Kristine Det var det jeg havde af spørgsmål. Har du noget du synes jeg burde vide 

udover…? 

54 Caroline Næh… Jeg kommer bare sådan til at tænke på sådan noget med at skabe nye 

medlemmer. Altså det er jo en stor klub og der er jo enormt mange heste og 

ryttere som kender Farasi, men hvis man skulle have nye medlemmer til, som 

ikke kender til klubben, så kunne det måske være en meget god.. Godt at tage 

det op – bringe det op – på banen, hvordan man kan skaffe mere reklame for 

Farasi. Altså vi giver tit sponsor gaver nede fra butikken her til stævnerne – 

eller har gjort nogen gange – og der kunne man sige, hvis de havde et eller 

andet logo stempel eller et eller andet, som vi kunne få den anden vej, hvor 

der så stod at vi havde sponsoreret dem, tak for støtten. Så tror jeg med glæde 

vi ville hænge det op for det vil også give os sådan lidt… 

55 Kristine Positivt ry? 

56 Caroline Ja! Og det kunne måske få nogen ridefolk fra, altså rundt omkring, som vi 

har… Vi har en del ridefolk som ikke er på Farasi som måske ville sige ”Nå 

ok” . 

57 Kristine Det var en god ide! Det er bare super. Tak skal du have. 
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Appendix H – Interview with Puk 

 

Place: CapaCity Riding Center, 3480 Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Puk Harkjær Kornbo 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 6:33 minutes 

Name of sound file: Puk_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er, så jeg kan 

finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Puk Jeg hedder Puk Harkjær Kornbo, jeg er 15 år gammel og lige nu er jeg 

gymnasie elev og går i skole på Marie Kruse skole og min hobby det er 

springning. 

2 Kristine Super. Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Puk Det ved jeg faktisk ikke helt. Min mor sagde faktisk at jeg har været medlem i 

ret mange år så… Jeg tror, det er sådan en 4-5 år. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem hos NSR? 

5 Puk Fordi, for det første skulle jeg tage ridemærkeprøve og så kunne vi få det 

billigere den vej igennem, og så fordi på det tidspunkt hvor vi stod der var der 

ikke en særlig stor bane og så kunne vej komme op og træne gratis deroppe. På 

deres store bane. Så det var meget dejligt. 

6 Kristine Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

7 Puk Ja jeg er medlem af CSC, NSR og Sportsrideklubben. 
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8 Kristine Ok. Hvorfor er du medlem af så mange? 

9 Puk Sportsrideklubben er jeg fordi jeg har et abonnement på Ridehesten og CSC 

fordi, det skal man vidst være når man står heroppe. 

10 Kristine Det var godt. Det var første del. Anden del den handler primært om NSR’s 

funktionalitet. Det skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og 

svagheder. 

  Time 01:34 

11 Kristine Hvad synes du det bedste ved at være medlem hos NSR er? 

12 Puk At de nogengange betaler når man skal ride hold, det synes jeg er meget dejligt. 

Og det er billigere at tage ridemærkeprøve f.eks. og man kan komme op og 

træne på deres baner. De har jo en dejlig stor udendørsbane. / That they 

sometimes pay for team competitions, I think that’s very nice. And it’s cheaper 

to take courses and you can come and practice on their courses. They have a 

very nice, big showjumping arena. 

13 Kristine Hvad bruger du dit medlemskab til? 

14 Puk Til at starte for klubben blandt andet. Og så få det billigere når man skal til 

ridemærkeprøve, som jeg skulle engang. Og ellers ved jeg det ikke. 

15 Kristine Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

16 Puk Jeg synes faktisk de er ret gode til at holde stævner. Det synes jeg. Selvfølgelig 

i indendørs sæsonen der kan de ikke på samme måde. Måske et enkelt dressur 

klubstævne i ny og næ, men ellers. Udendørs der synes jeg de holder 1-2 

stævner om året, og det synes jeg er meget fint. I forhold til andre klubber i 

hvert fald. 

17 Kristine Er der noget du synes NSR kan gøre bedre? 

18 Puk Få et større ridehus. Ja få et større ridehus, så de kan holde nogen indendørs 

springstævner også. Det kunne være ret dejligt. 

19 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR til stævner, kurser og andre 
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arrangementer? 

20 Puk Jeg synes den er meget hyggeligt. Altså nu har jeg ikke stået der selv eller 

sådan noget så, men man hilser altid på de folk der kommer deroppe fra og 

f.eks. Team Natasja starter jo alle sammen for NSR primært. Så jeg synes vi har 

en god stemning. Det er rigtig hyggeligt. 

21 Kristine Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har? 

22 Puk Det der med at vi starter sammen som hold og jeg kan rigtig godt lide deres 

udendørsstævner blandt andet fordi det er en dejlig stor bane og man kan 

komme op i galop. Altså man kan komme virkelig langt på meterne. / That we 

can start as a team and I really like their outdoor competitions because of the 

big course where you can really canter. You can get far on the meters. 

23 Kristine Så gode udendørs faciliteter? 

24 Puk Ja. 

25 Kristine Synes du deres stævner kører godt? Altså de er godt struktureret? 

26 Puk Ja primært. Altså nogen gange kan det godt være svært at høre f.eks. i 

højtaleren hvad de siger fordi de er lidt gammeldags og sådan noget. Men ellers 

så synes jeg det fungerer ret godt. Jeg synes altid det er hyggeligt at snakke 

med Anitas mor når hun står i cafeteriet og så Anitas far der altid kommer 

luntende sådan rundt og kigger og sådan. 

27 Kristine Hvordan opfatter du NSR som klub? 

28 Puk Jeg tror det er en meget stor klub. Jeg vil sige det er også en klub du kan starte 

for hvis du f.eks. har dit eget sted og skal have en klub at starte for. Men 

samtidig så synes jeg også man har et godt sammenhold eller sådan noget. Så 

jeg opfatter det som en god klub og så, vi kender jo også Anita så. Altså vi 

kender jo hinanden på den måde, så det er ret hyggeligt at snakke sammen. / I 

think it is a very big club. It’s also a club you can start for if you have your own 

place. But at the same time there is a nice solidarity. So I think of it as a nice 

club. 

29 Kristine Vil du mene NSR har et godt ry? 
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30 Puk Ja det synes jeg. Jeg synes i hvert fald ikke de har et dårligt ry som nogen andre 

klubber med sådan lidt korrupte agtig, eller har en lidt beskidt træner for det er 

jo ikke kun en træner der hører til klubben der. Det er jo mange forskellige. 

F.eks. Weilsby de starter jo også for NSR og Natasjas ryttere rider for NSR og 

sådan noget. 

31 Kristine Lever medlemsskabet hos NSR op til dine forventninger? 

32 Puk Ja. Jeg synes i hvert fald man får mere ud af det end medlemmer fra andre 

klubber. 

33 Kristine Super. Det var anden del. Den sidste del den omhandler NSR’s 

kommunikation. 

  Time 05:28 

34 Kristine Synes du NSR er gode til at kommunikere med deres medlemmer? 

35 Puk Jaaa. Det vil jeg sige, tror jeg. Jeg får i hvert fald sådan tit nyhedsmails fra jer, 

men ellers så tænker jeg ikke sådan rigtig over det. Så det er ikke noget som har 

gjort et stort indtryk på mig. 

36 Kristine Hvor ser du typisk nyhederne? 

37 Puk Det er faktisk mest på Team Natasjas hjemmeside. At der lige kommer det op 

om ”Nu er der det på NSR” så. 

38 Kristine Følger du NSR på facebook? 

39 Puk Ja. Så det er primært der på FaceBook også. 

40 Kristine NSR har også en hjemmeside. Bruger du den? 

41 Puk Arhh. Jo jeg har været derinde en gang fordi jeg skulle tjekke noget stævne. 

Men ellers ikke rigtig. 

42 Kristine Det var det. Mange tak! 
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Appendix I – Interview with Tina 

 

Place: Farasi Riding Center, 3480 Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Tina Bodin 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 9:49 minutes 

Name of sound file: Tina_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er, så jeg 

kan finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Tina Tina Bodin og jeg arbejder, som HR direktør og jeg er 43 år. 

2 Kristine Hvor længe har ud været medlem af NSR? 

3 Tina I tre år, tror jeg. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at blive medlem hos NSR? 

5 Tina Det tror jeg egentlig bare er fordi jeg står her på Farasi og hvis jeg skulle 

deltage i stævner eller jeg tog nogen ryttermærker på et tidspunkt, så skulle 

jeg vidst være medlem. Jeg vidste ikke så meget om det… Og så meldte jeg 

mig ind. 

6 Kristine Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

7 Tina Nej kun NSR. 
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8 Kristine Det var første del. Anden del handler primært om NSR’s funktionalitet og 

skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 

  Time 01:18 

9 Kristine Hvad synes du det bedste ved at være medlem hos NSR er? 

10 Tina Det må være at jeg kan gå til de stævner som jeg gerne vil til. / That I can 

enter the competitions that I want to. 

11 Kristine Og det er så det du primært bruger medlemskabet til? 

12 Tina Det er det jeg primært bruger medlemskabet til , ja. 

13 Kristine Ok. Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

14 Tina Nej. Haha. Der er mange springstævner synes jeg. Men jeg synes godt der 

kunne være nogen flere dressurstævner. /Jeg think they could hold more 

dressage competitions. 

15 Kristine Hvad med kurser? Er du tilfreds med udvalget af kurser? 

16 Tina Altså det synes jeg også sagtens man kunne gøre noget mere af. Nu har jeg 

jo selv, sammen med Annette, taget initiativ til at lave det der omkring 

positiv træning fordi at… Jeg synes det at være med i en rideklub egentlig 

har for mig to formål. Dels er selvfølgelig det at blive klogere på der er 

andre vinkler end bare lige ridningen, men også prøve nogen andre ting af. 

Jeg synes også det Anita arrangerede omkring Leif Sørensen kurset har 

været rigtig gode… Så nogen forskellige vinkler synes jeg er rigtig, rigtig, 

fint. 

17 Kristine Hvordan har du oplevet der er blevet taget imod de kurser I selv har lavet? 

Både fra medlemmerne, men også fra bestyrelsen? Har der været nogen 

problemer? 

18 Tina Altså jeg har oplevet at når Anita har slået nogen op omkring Leif Sørensen 

f.eks. så har der været fin tilslutning til det. Jeg har egentlig, som bruger af 
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det har jeg oplevet det positivt. Det som vi selv har forslået, vi arrangeret 

også et massagekursus jo, og vi har jo bare spurgt Anita og sagt ”Vi kunne 

godt tænke os det her. Hvad siger du til vi arrangerer det og er det noget du 

har lyst til at være med til at arrangere?” ”Jaja” siger hun, det vil hun gerne. 

Så der har egentlig været… Og nu her, når vi skal bruge cafeteriet har jeg 

spurgt at det kræver jo at vi skal bruge nogen af faciliteterne, om det er ok. 

”Jaja” det kan vi bare gøre. 

19 Kristine Så der er fin opbakning? 

20 Tina Der er absolut fin opbakning og jeg oplever også at der er en interesse i og 

en anerkendelse af at de synes det er super at vi tager nogen initiativer så det 

ikke altid er Anita eller bestyrelsen, som skal drive det hele. Men at der også 

er nogen medlemmer der aktivt vil gøre nogen ting. Indtil videre har vi så 

ikke fået… Vi fik jo fyldt vores massage kursus op, men det her omkring 

positiv træning har vi jo indtil videre ikke fået den store interesse i. Og det 

har jeg slået op både – nu har jeg lige for nylig hængt det op på den gode 

gammeldags opslagstavle, men jeg har jo egentlig annonceret det både på 

Farasis hjemmeside, altså på FaceBook, og på NSRs Facebook. Og det kan 

der jo være mange årssager til at folk ikke gidet. Det er heller ikke helt 

billigt. Det koster nogen penge. / … And I put it – I recently hung it on our 

good old-fashioned bulletin board – but I also put an announcement on both 

NSR and Farasi’s website pages. 

21 Kristine Er der noget du synes NSR, som klub kan gøre bedre? 

22 Tina Jamen det skulle så være at holde nogen flere dressurstævner og jeg synes jo 

det er spændende det med at lave eller at have nogen andre arrangementer. 

Både ud fra det faglige, men så synes jeg faktisk også det er rigtig hyggeligt 

at være sammen med folk. Altså for mig er der også et socialt perspektiv i 

det. Og det kan jo være enten ved at opfordre medlemmerne  til, hvis der er 

nogen der har lyst til det kunne de jo også aktive sige ”Vi vil rigtig gerne 

understøtte at der er nogen der gør noget. Så gør endelig. Kom og sig til”. 

Altså man kan også invitere til det. Hvor vi har egentlig bare selv taget 

bolden og så spurgt.  

23 Kristine Hvordan synes du stemningen er hos NSR er til stævner, kurser og andre 

arrangementer? 
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24 Tina Jeg synes den er rigtig god. Jeg har nok lidt svært ved at adskille NSR og 

Farasi, men jeg ved selvfølgelig godt, og det kan jeg også se til stævnerne, at 

der er mange som ikke står på Farasi, som også er medlem af NSR, men det 

er jo helt fint. Jeg synes altid der er en rigtig, rigtig god stemning. Jeg synes 

det er hyggeligt, og der er ikke en masse brok. Så det værdsætter jeg meget. 

At der er ro på og styr på tingene virker det som om. 

25 Kristine Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har? 

26 Tina Det var et svært spørgsmål… Jeg skal lige adskille Farasi og NSR. 

 

For mig er det balancen i – både at have fokus på det sportslige, men også 

det hyggelige og sociale. Det at skabe en god stemning og give folk en god 

oplevelse med den sport man nu har valgt tænker jeg er… Men det der med 

at der også er plads til os som ikke nødvendigvis er hardcore konkurrence 

ryttere, men som egentlig gør det her lidt for sjov. Så måske er det noget 

med at sporten også skal være sjov eller hyggelig. Der skal være styr på 

sagerne. Det er også en af grundene til jeg har valgt at stå på Farasi. Jeg føler 

mig tryg her. Jeg føler mig tryg på omkring de tager sig af min hest. Så der 

er nogen omkring professionalisme eller noget med sjæl og kærlighed, hvor 

der også er plads til sjov. 

/ For me it is the balance between the focus on the sport, but also on the 

coziness and the social. The creation of a good atmosphere and giving 

people a good experience in relations to the sport you have chosen. But also 

that there is room for us who aren’t necessarily hardcore competition riders, 

but who are also just doing this for fun. So perhaps something that the sport 

also should be fun or cozy. And things have to run well. 

  Due to a technical malfunction the rest of the interview is missing. 
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Appendix J – Interview with Johanne 

 

Place: Dannevang, 3480 Fredensborg 

Interviewee: Johanne Emilie Pflug 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 12:15 minutes 

Name of sound file: Johanne_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er, så jeg 

kan finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Johanne Jamen jeg er 26 år. Jeg hedder Johanne og jeg arbejder, som pædagog til 

daglig og jeg er også ridelære i min fritid. 

2 Kristine Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Johanne 10 år cirka. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem af NSR? 

5 Johanne Jamen oprindeligt var det fordi at jeg red på en rideskole, hvor det var helt 

naturligt at man blev medlem af NSR. Efterfølgende har jeg bare følt at jeg, 

øhh… Det var den klub jeg havde den største tilknytning til. Havde mest lyst 

til at være medlem af. 

6 Kristine Hvilken rideskole var det du startede med…? 
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7 Johanne Langstruplund. 

8 Kristine Ok. Er du medlem af flere klubber? 

9 Johanne Nej. 

10 Kristine Kun NSR? 

11 Johanne Ja. Det har jeg ikke råd til. 

12 Kristine Ville du være medlem af flere klubber, hvis man kunne få studierabat eller 

andre rabatter? 

13 Johanne Ja det tror jeg. Hvis det ikke var så dyrt. Hvis det kostede 100kr at være med i 

hver klub. Griner. 

14 Kristine Godt. Det var første del. Anden del handler primært om NSR’s funktionalitet 

og det skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 

  Time 01:35 

15 Kristine Hvad synes du det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er? 

16 Johanne Uhh… Jamen det bedste af at være medlem… Det er et svært spørgsmål. Det 

synes jeg… Jeg føler selv, at NSR er en sådan rimelige prestigefyldt klub i 

Nordsjælland og jeg kan godt lide at være medlem af den klub. Så. Tror jeg. 

Vi har mange medlemmer og et bredt spektrum af medlemmer. Både nogen 

som er professionelle og nogen som rider helt nede på hygge niveau. Så det 

synes jeg er fedt at være medlem af sådan en klub. 

 

Det bedste ellers, det må være at det er en flot klub. Den tager sig godt ud og 

der er altid styr på stævnerne og det er vigtigt når man rider konkurrencer i 

hvert fald. 

/ I feel that NSR is a quite prestigious club in Northern Zealand and I like 
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being a member of the club. We have many members and a broad spectrum of 

members. Both some who are professional and some who just ride for fun. So 

I think it’s cool to be a member of that kind of club. Otherwise, the best thing 

must be that it’s an attractive club. It looks good and the competitions are 

well-organized which is important when starting competitions. 

17 Kristine Godt. Hvad bruger du dit medlemskab til? 

18 Johanne Øhhh… Jamen nu er jeg jo også med i stævneudvalget, men det er egentlig 

fordi jeg synes det er rigtig spændende at kunne være med til at præge 

klubbens stævner. Men ellers så, øh… Så synes jeg, jeg bruger den mest til at 

kunne starte stævner. Tror jeg faktisk måske. 

19 Kristine Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

20 Johanne Ja. Nu er jeg med i stævneudvalget og jeg synes vi holder ret mange nu, 

faktisk. Jeg synes det kunne være rigtig, rigtig fedt, hvis vi også kunne holde 

nogen større dressurstævner om vinteren, hvis man lige fik et lidt længere 

ridehus. Det kommer nok ikke til at ske. Men det synes jeg. Det er nok det 

eneste klubben mangler, for den har ryet og har prestige til at kunne holde de 

store stævner. Altså de gode, altså der kommer jo også ryttere fra Holte og… 

Som rigtig gerne vil starte hos os, men når vi så holder stævner der er lukket 

kun for distrikt 2, så kan de jo ikke starte. Men vi ved at de vil godt starte i 

vores klub. 

21 Kristine Ville man eventuelt kunne lave flere større stævner om sommeren? Altså hvor 

man holder det udendørs? 

22 Johanne Altså det tror jeg godt vi kunne. I princippet kunne vi måske køre med 2 

baner, hvis vi havde det på vores springbane. Og det tror jeg der ville være 

rigtig mange, som ville være glade for så har vi også 2, eller 3 

opvarmningsbaner, for så er der også ridehuset. Men ja, jeg tror at det ville 

man godt kunne. Men det kræver vi skal være flere der hjælper til, til 

stævnerne. Så der ikke er nogen som bliver trætte af det. Og det er lidt svært 

når man ikke har en rideskole, måske.  

23 Kristine Synes du, man får nok ud af at hjælpe til stævnerne? Altså der er jo gratis mad 

oppe i cafeteriet – 1 gang mad og 1 gang vand. Men synes du, der er fordele 
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nok ved at hjælpe til?  

24 Johanne Altså jeg synes. Det er ikke rigtig noget jeg tænker over, fordi nu er jeg 

voksen og vil godt bruge min tid på det. Jeg bruger jo også den tid jeg har. Så 

hvis jeg ikke har tid så er jeg jo bare ikke med. Får så lid skyldfølelse, hvis jeg 

ikke kan være med. Men jeg er primært med for min egen skyld, for at få lidt 

bedre indsigt i hvordan det foregår. Ja, det er primært for min egen skyld. Jeg 

synes, det er spændende. 

Jeg tror måske det ville kunne tiltrække nogen yngre mere hvis der f.eks. var 

en fælles biograf tur eller et eller andet for dem eller… Alle dem som der er 

med i stævneudvalget og hjælper til kan få en ridetur i Dyrehaven på en 

Islænder, som man ligesom også var fælles om – var et fællesskab – så man 

ikke kun mødes… Jeg kommer jo også udefra, jeg står ikke på NSR, så jeg 

kender jo ikke dem der er på NSR udover når man ser folk til stævner. Så det 

kunne være meget sjovt, måske, at få noget mere sammenhold. Så tænker jeg 

også der er flere, som vil være med om det. Også så der er nogen til 

klubmesterskabet til at vande klubmesteren og det der. Fordi det er jo ikke 

altid en der står på stedet der bliver klubmester. 

25 Kristine Så hvis du nu skulle nævne noget, som du synes NSR kunne gøre bedre, hvad 

ville det så være? Sådan f.eks. at forlænge ridehuset. 

26 Johanne Ja eller holde dressurstævner på 2 baner. 

27 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser eller andre 

arrangementer? 

28 Johanne Jeg synes, den er generelt rigtig god. Vi er hyggelige. Altså jeg synes, som 

sagt, når man kommer udefra kunne man godt bruge at man lavede nogen ting 

sammen, så man fik dette sammenholde omkring det og jeg tror også at det 

ville være en…. Gulerod  for dem som, som måske lidt får at vide af deres 

mor og far at nu skal de hjælpe til og sådan noget. 

29 Kristine Yes. Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har? 

30 Johanne Jamen værdier… Det er.. Det er horsemanship, altså god ridning, god omgang 

med heste og mennesker egentlig. Og så… Kvalitet. Altså gården udstråler 

kvalitet og stævnerne udstråler også kvalitet. Jeg synes ikke det virker som 
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om der ofte er nogen der er sure ude til stævnerne, der er ingen der er sure 

over, hvordan det foregår. Så det tror jeg er vores kendetegn. Det er også 

derfor at jeg tror at der ville være flere som kom til stævnerne, hvis vi kunne 

holde noget mere om vinteren. Og nogen større stævner. / Horsemanship, you 

know nice riding, nice handling of horses and people really. And also… 

Quality. The farm expresses quality and the competitions as well. I don’t think 

it seems like there are angry people at the competitions that often, no one is 

unhappy with the way they are run. So I think that it our main characteristic. 

31 Kristine Hvordan opfatter du NSR som klub? 

32 Johanne Jamen det er en god klub. En rar klub. Jeg tror der er nogen… Der vil helt 

klart være nogen mennesker der vil opfatte NSR som lidt mere snobbet fordi 

der ikke er. Og der er klart også nogen i klubben som kan virke lidt sådan… 

På nogen. Men så er det jo vigtigt at vi andre er gode til at tage imod. Men jo 

jeg synes, jeg tror der er nogen måske, specielt… Der er rigtig mange 

rideklubber og rideskoler i nærheden, som opfatter, som kan opfatte NSR 

sådan. Men der er jo altid den der, når man ikke er så gammel, er der lidt 

rivalisering imellem klubber. / Well it’s a good club. A nice club. Although 

there will definitely be some people who will think of NSR as stuck up… And 

there are definitely some people in the club who seem that way… on some.  

But then its just even more important that the rest of us are good at 

welcoming others. 

33 Kristine Nu snakkede du om at tage i mod. Vil du mene det er medlemmer af NSR der 

skal gøre det ordentlig eller er det bestyrelsen der skal gå forrest med det? 

34 Johanne Det kommer… Vi har jo ikke en decideret velkomsts komite når man melder 

sig ind, kan man sige, vel? Men jeg synes da klart, at når man melder sig ind i 

NSR, så skal der være et fint brev når man melder sig ind, med en eller 

anden... Jeg kan huske dengang jeg meldte mig ind, for mange år siden, der 

fik jeg en lille NSR nål. Og det var jeg vildt glad for , som 8-årig at få sådan 

en lille nål, hvor jeg tænkte ”Årh det er min klub!”. Altså det kan jeg huske, 

det synes man… Og det kunne være der skulle være det netop til de helt 

yngre, når man melder sig ind og søger at melde sig ind. En slags miniklub, 

hvor man kunne mødes og lære noget om heste og omgangen med dyr. I har 

jo også den der… Kaninhop bane eller noget ikke? Nej det tænker jeg kunne 

være meget godt og så, så… Man skal føle sig velkommen i brevet og så 

kunne det også være der var en velkomst aften. Men det kan ligeså meget 

være bestyrelsen som er med som det kan være medlemmer. Altså jo mere 
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bestyrelsen overtager jo mindre vil medlemmerne være med i arbejdet. Tror 

jeg. 

35 Kristine Eller også skal de i hvert fald kunne præge medlemmerne til at lave noget? 

36 Johanne Ja. 

37 Kristine Vil du mene NSR har et godt ry? 

38 Johanne Ja, det har jeg sagt. 

39 Kristine Ja, men det er godt lige at få det verificeret. 

Synes du at medlemsskabet hos NSR lever op til dine forventninger? 

40 Johanne Ja. Det tror jeg. Det lever ligeså meget op til mine forventninger til alle 

mulige andre klubber. Jeg er glad for jeg har været med til at kunne præge 

klubmesterskabsreglerne fordi jeg synes at det manglede. Det manglede også i 

min gamle rideklub på Digels. Som så har lavet det om efterfølgende, efter jeg 

flyttede derfra. Men ja, jeg synes det lever op til forventningerne. Man kunne 

klart sætte baren højere og skille sig ud, hvis man brander sig som 

virksomhed på en eller anden måde. 
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Appendix K – Interview with Ditte 

Place: Brunemarksvej 2, 3490 Kvistgård 

Interviewee: Ditte Roost Robl 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 4:43 minutes 

Name of sound file: Ditte_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Det er delt op i tre dele og den første del, det handler om hvem du er og så jeg 

kan finde ud af hvem medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Så jeg vil gerne vide hvad dit navn, din alder og din beskæftigelse er? 

1 Ditte Mit navn er Ditte Roost Roble.  Jeg er 19 år og går i 3.G i København. 

2 Kristine Super. Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Ditte I 8 år tror jeg…. Ja, siden jeg var 11… Jo 8. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem hos NSR? 

5 Ditte Det startede med, at det skulle man bare. Men det er blevet sådan at nu er det 

bare en del af teamet at være medlem af NSR og lidt en vane. 

6 Kristine Så det er Natasja’s team…? 

7 Ditte Ja. 

8 Kristine Ok. Er du medlem af flere klubber? 
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9 Ditte Nej. 

10 Kristine Super. Det var første del. Anden del det handler primært om NSR’s 

funktionalitet og det skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og 

svagheder. 

  Time 01:14 

11 Kristine Hvad synes du, det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er? 

12 Ditte Det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR er sammenholdet. Der er både dem 

som står på NSR og dem udefra. Og det er ikke nødvendigvis at vi alle står 

sammen, men vi kender stort set… Vi kender i hvert fald mange. / The best 

thing about being a member of NSR is the solidarity. Between both people 

who are stabled at Farasi and the ones from outside. And it is necessary that 

we are all stabled together, but we know almost… We know a lot. 

13 Kristine Hvad bruger du dit medlemskab til? 

14 Ditte Til at ride stævner. 

15 Kristine Synes du at NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

16 Ditte Jeg har ikke oplevet nogen kurser endnu, men stævner synes jeg de holder nok 

af. I hvert fald udenfor. Det er meget rart. 

17 Kristine Er der noget du synes NSR kunne gøre bedre? 

18 Ditte Øhh… Ikke lige hvad jeg kan komme i tanke om. Jeg synes det kører rimelig 

smurt. Nu er de jo også på Facebook så vi får mere information og sådan 

noget. 

19 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser eller andre 

arrangementer? 
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20 Ditte Den er god. Der er altid nogen… Også når der har været hold, når vi har redet 

hold mesterskab så har der altid været vildt god stemning. 

21 Kristine Godt. Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har?
 

22 Ditte Værdier. Vi har et godt sammenhold. Ja de har et godt sammenhold. Det har 

de altid haft, synes jeg. Og så er det en meget åben klub også. / Values. Vi 

have a good solidarity. They have always had that, I think. And it’s a very 

open club too. 

23 Kristine Hvordan opfatter du NSR som klub? 

24 Ditte NSR som klub… Opfatter jeg, som en klub… Øhh… Som jeg har sagt flere 

gange med meget sammenhold, og meget… Ja, som en god klub med mange 

medlemmer. / As I’ve said a few times a good solidarity and very… Yes, like a 

good club with many members. 

25 Kristine Vil du tro NSR har et godt ry? 

26 Ditte Ja… Det tror jeg faktisk de har. De har i hvert fald mange gode ryttere også 

og der sker mange ting så det er ikke… Så ja, NSR har et meget godt ry tror 

jeg. 

27 Kristine Lever medlemsskabet hos NSR op til dine forventninger? 

28 Ditte Ja, der er både championat og der er… Det der… Når du får placeringer kan 

du få tilskud… 

29 Kristine Transport tilskud? 

30 Ditte Ja! Der er mange gode ting. 

31 Kristine Super. Det var anden del. Sidste del omhandler NSR’s kommunikation. 

  Time 03:46 
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32 Kristine Synes du, NSR er gode til at kommunikere med deres medlemmer? 

33 Ditte Ja især efter der er kommet Facebook, synes jeg. Fordi der skriver alle noget. 

Altså du kan altid gå ind og stille et spørgsmål og så får man hurtigt svar. 

Også omkring stævner – vi får at vide hvornår der er stævner uden at vi skal 

ind selv og tjekke. Du ved: ”Hvornår er det nu de holder stævne” så kan slå 

det op der med det samme. 

34 Kristine Så hvor ser du typisk nyheder fra NSR? 

35 Ditte Facebook. 

36 Kristine Så må man også gå ud fra at du følger NSR på Facebook? 

37 Ditte Ja! 

38 Kristine Super. NSR har også en hjemmeside. Bruger du den? 

39 Ditte Jeg brugte den før i tiden. Jeg bruger den faktisk ikke rigtig nu. Altså jeg 

brugte det da jeg red pony og man fik nogen med hjem, placeringer, til 

championatet. Men ellers så bruger jeg den ikke. / I used to use it. I don’t 

really use it now. But I used it when I had ponies and I was placed at 

competitions. But otherwise I don’t use it. 

40 Kristine Super. Det var det jeg gerne vil spørge om. Tak! 
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Appendix L – Interview with Louise 

 

Place: Brunemarksvej 2, 3490 Kvistgård 

Interviewee: Louise Rye Svendsen 

Interviewer: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

Total duration: 04:35 minutes 

Name of sound file: Louise_Interview 

Language: Danish 

Lines translated by: Kristine Rye Svendsen 

  Time 00:01 

0 Kristine Formålet med dette interview er at finde ud af, hvad medlemmerne af NSR 

synes om NSR. Dette gælder både, hvad der er godt og hvad der kan 

forbedres. 

Den første del handler om hvem du er, så jeg kan finde ud af hvem 

medlemmerne af NSR er. 

Hvad er dit navn, alder og beskæftigelse? 

1 Louise Jeg hedder Louise Rye Svendsen, jeg er 16 år og jeg går i 1.G på 

Espergærde Gymnasium. 

2 Kristine Hvor længe har du været medlem af NSR? 

3 Louise Siden jeg startede med at ride stævner. Det gjorde jeg da jeg var…. 7-8 år 

tror jeg? Så jeg har været medlem i 8-9 år cirka. 

4 Kristine Hvorfor valgte du at være medlem hos NSR? 

5 Louise Jeg skulle bruge en klub for at kunne starte stævner, og min storesøster red 

for NSR. Min træner’s ryttere plejer også at ride for NSR alle sammen for så 

kan man starte hold klasser uden problemer. 

6 Kristine Er du medlem af flere klubber? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvilke? 
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7 Louise Nej ikke nu. Jeg har været medlem af CSC et par år da jeg stod på CapaCity 

med mine ponyer, men jeg har altid startet for NSR. 

8 Kristine Det var første del. Anden del handler primært om NSR’s funktionalitet. 

Dette skal bruges til at analysere og definere NSR’s styrker og svagheder. 

9  Time 01:20 

10 Kristine Hvad synes du, er det bedste ved at være medlem af NSR? 

11 Louise Der er mange gode ting! Der er et rigtig godt sammenhold mellem rytterne, 

man får underlag når man starter hold mesterskaber, de holder gode stævner, 

de har Cups. F.eks. vandt jeg NSR Cuppen i dressur på min 3’er pony 

tilbage i 2010 tror jeg det var… Men også at man kan komme og træne på 

banerne! Det er fedt man lige kan køre ned og springe på den store bane. / 

There are lots of good things! There is a very good solidarity between the 

riders, you recieve a saddle pad when starting team championships, they 

hold good competitions, they hold Cups. And you can also train on the 

arenas! It’s nice that you can just drive down and jump on the big 

showjumping arena. 

12 Kristine Hvad bruger du medlemskabet til? 

13 Louise Mest til at starte stævner. Både på NSR, men mest stævner andre steder. Og 

så ved jeg min mor indberetter point til NSR’s championat og hun kan få 

noget transporttilskud når jeg bliver placeret.  

14 Kristine Synes du NSR holder nok stævner og kurser? 

15 Louise I år har de vidst haft mange. Men ikke så mange distriktsstævner. Dem måtte 

de gerne holde flere af om sommeren. 

16 Kristine Er der noget du synes NSR skal gøre bedre? 

17 Louise Flere springkurser! Og egentlig også flere dressurkurser. Det kunne være 

fedt at prøve med nogen andre end Leif Sørensen selvom han er rigtig god. 
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Men flere kurser af alle slags.  

 

De måtte også godt forbedre deres parkerings plads. Der er ikke meget 

plads, hvis de ikke åbner for den ene fold… Og måske lidt bedre skiltning til 

stævner. Det kan være svært at finde rundt, for folk som ikke kender stedet. 

18 Kristine Hvordan oplever du stemningen hos NSR f.eks. til stævner, kurser eller 

andre arrangementer? 

19 Louise Den er rigtig hyggelig! Der er altid god stemning og folk virker altid glade 

og hjælpsomme. Og faciliteterne er gode, hvilket giver ekstra god stemning. 

20 Kristine Hvilke værdier synes du NSR har? 

21 Louise Der er gode faciliteter, gode stævner…. Der er et rigtig godt sammenhold og 

god stemning.  / There are good facilities, good competitions… The 

solidarity is nice and the atmosphere is good. 

22 Kristine Hvordan opfatter du NSR, som klub? 

23 Louise NSR er meget velfungerende og hyggelige. Det hele kører som det skal og 

der er et godt sammenhold. / NSR is very well-functioning and cozy. 

Everything runs as it is supposed to and there is a good solidarity.  

24 Kristine Vil du mene NSR har et godt ry? Hvorfor/hvorfor ikke? 

25 Louise Ja det tror jeg. NSR har gode ryttere og de holder gode stævner, hvor især 

udendørs faciliteterne er gode. Så jeg kan ikke se, hvorfor de ikke skulle 

have et godt ry. / Yes I think so. NSR has good riders and they hold good 

competitions where especially the outdoor facilities are good. So I can’t see 

why they shouldn’t have a good reputation. 

26 Kristine Lever medlemskabet hos NSR op til dine forventninger? 

27 Louise Ja jeg er meget tilfreds! / Yes I am very satisfied! 
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28 Kristine Det var anden del.  Den sidste del omhandler NSRs kommunikation. 

  Time 03:49 

29 Kristine Synes du NSR er gode til at kommunikere med medlemmerne? 

30 Louise Jeg synes, de er gode til at komme med information på Facebook omkring 

stævner, kurser og andre ting. Men deres side er lidt kedelig og den bliver 

ikke opdateret med resultater særlig ofte. Lidt mere aktivitet ville være rigtig 

godt. / I think that they are good at giving information on Facebook in 

regards to competitions, courses and other things. But their page is a bit 

boring and it isn’t really up to date. A bit more activity would be nice. 

31 Kristine Hvor ser du typisk nyheder eller meddelelser fra NSR? 

32 Louise På Facebook. 

33 Kristine Følger du NSR på Facebook? 

34 Louise Ja det gør jeg. 

35 Kristine Bruger du hjemmesiden? Hvad bruger du den til? 

36 Louise Nej, ikke rigtig. Jeg bruger den kun når jeg skal indberette point til 

championatet. / No not really. I only use it to report my results to the 

ranking lists. 

 Kristine Tak for hjælpen. 
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Appendix M – Survey 

- Survey + Survey questions in English at the end 
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 Survey questions & answer options in English 

1. Hvad er dit køn? / What is your gender? 

Mand / Male 

Kvinde / Female 

 

2. Hvor gammel er du? / How old are you? 

Under 13 / Under 13 

14-16 / 14-16 

17-18 / 17-18 

19-21 / 19-21 
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22-59 / 22-59 

60+ /60+ 

Ønsker ikke at oplyse / I do not want to answer 

 

3. Starter du ridestævner? / Do you compete in equestrian competitions? 

Ja / Yes 

Nej / No 

 

4. Hvilke discipliner starter du (sæt gerne flere krydser)? / Which disciplines do you compete 

in (you can choose more than one answer)? 

Dressur / Dressage 

Spring /Showjumping 

Military /Eventing 

Distance / Endurance 

TREC / TREC 

Breddesport (kvadrille, ponygames, par de deux) / Width acitivities (pony games, par de 

deux) 

Andet: / Other: 

 

5. Er du medlem af en rideklub under Dansk Rideforbund (DRF)? / Are you a member of a 

riding club under Danish Equestrian Federation (DRF)? 

Ja / Yes 

Nej / No 

Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

6. Hvilken rideklub/rideklubber er du medlem af? / Which riding club(s) are you a member of? 

Primære: / Primary: 

Evt: 2-5 / 2-5 

 

Hvis du er medlem af flere klubber, skal du bruge den klub du valgte, som din 

primære til besvarelsen af de næste spørgsmål. / If you are a member of more than one 

club, then please use the club you put as your primary club when answering the next 

questions. 

 

7. Hvorfor er du medlem af denne klub (sæt gerne flere krydser)? / Why are you a member of 

this club? 

- Medlemskabet er billigt / The membership fee is cheap 

- Der er fordele ved at være medlem (f.eks. championat, kørselspenge osv.) / There are 

benefits to being a member (e.g. ranking list, transportation reimbursement etc.) 

- Klubben holder gode stævner/arrangementer / The club organizes good 

competitions/activities 
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- Jeg bruger denne klub til at starte (hold) mesterskaber / I use this club to start (team) 

championships 

- Jeg står opstaldet, hvor medlemskab af klubben er påkrævet / My horse is stabled where 

membership is required 

- Det er den klub, som ligger tættest på, hvor jeg bor / It’s the club that lies closest to where 

I live 

- Min ridelære underviser i denne klub / My riding teacher teaches in this club 

- Mine venner/veninder/familie er medlem / My friends/family are members 

- Min mor/far meldte mig ind / My mom/dad enrolled me 

- Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

8. Hvad er det vigtigste ved et klubmedlemskab for dig? / In your opinion what is the most 

important element in relations to a club membership? 

- Det skal være billigt / That it’s cheap 

- At klubben er medlem af det distrikt, hvor jeg bor / That the club is a member of the 

district where I live  

- At klubben afholder arrangementer for klubmedlemmerne (f.eks. kurser) / That the club 

organizes activities for its members (e.g. courses) 

- At jeg kan stille op til mesterskaber for klubben / That I can use the club to compete in 

championships 

- At jeg rider for samme klub som mine venner/veninder / That I can compete for the same 

club as my friends 

- At klubben har et godt ry / That the club has a good reputation 

- At klubben pæne farver / That the club’s colors are pretty 

- Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

9. Hvor hørte du først om din nuværende klub? / Where did you first hear about your current 

club? 

- Gennem mine venner/veninder / Through my friends 

- Gennem mine forældre / Through my parents 

- Gennem min ridelære / Through my riding teacher  

- Gennem mit opstaldningssted / Through the farm where my horse is stabled 

- Jeg læste om den på nettet / I read about it online 

- Jeg så en reklame for den / I saw a commercial for it 

- Jeg startede stævne der / I started a competition there 

- Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

10. Hvor længe har du været medlem af din nuværende klub? / How long have you been a 

member of your current club? 

- 0-2 år / 0-2 years 

- 3-5 år / 3-5 years 

- 6-8 år / 6-8 years 
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- 9-10 år / 9-10 years 

- Over 11 år / Over 11 years 

 

11. Er du glad for din nuværende klub? / Are you happy with your current club? 

Ja / Yes 

Nogenlunde / Somewhat 

Nej / No 

Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

12. Hvis ikke, hvorfor? / Why not? 

X 

 

13. Kunne du finde på at skifte klub, hvis du fik et bedre tilbud? / If you got a better offer, would 

you then switch to a different club? 

Ja – med det samme / Yes – right away 

Ja – men først næste år / Yes – but not until next year 

Nej / No 

Ved ikke / I don’t know 

 

14. Kender du Nordsjællands Sportsrideklub (NSR)? / Do you know Northern Zealand’s 

Equestrian Riding Club (NSR)? 

Ja / Yes 

Ja - jeg er medlem / Yes – I am a member 

Nej / No 

Ved ikke / I don’t know 
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Appendix N - Observations 

- Observations made at NSR  

When Where Observation(s) 

24-Feb-2015 Annual Assembly, NSR  

Anita Cordrey explains that NSR has lost members, 

and they would like to find a way to attract more 

members. 

27-Feb-2015 NSR 

People stabled at Farasi seem to value good 

horsemanship. The few individuals who are harsh 

towards their horses/ponies are not popular. 

19-Apr-2015 
Dressage competition, 

NSR 

The atmosphere is good and people seem happy. 

Even though there was a slight mishap with a 

dressage judge, who was late. However this was 

solved as the competition committee was able to 

find a stand-in for the first class. The audience and 

riders where informed of a slight delay, and there 

was not anyone who seemed frustrated or unhappy. 

Positive experience to see how NSR dealt with a 

problem. 

20-Apr-2015 NSR 

While saddling the horses, members are talking 

about the dressage competition yesterday. Many of 

them are pleased and happy that the competitions 

were a success. However, several of them express 

that they hope for more dressage competitions in 

the future. A member also points out that there are 

more dressage riders stabled at NSR, than 

showjumpers. This has not been the case for a long 

time, but increases the need for more dressage 

competitions. 

05-May-2015 NSR 

When talking about NSR, many of the members 

talk about Farasi as well. It seems as if they have a 

hard time separating the NSR and Farasi from each 

other. 
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20-Jun-2015 
Pony showjumping 

competition, NSR 

Two NSR members are discussing NSR and one 

says “Jeg synes NSR er en rigtig god klub. Det er 

nemt at snakke med betyrelsen og de lytter til de 

forslag man kommer med”. / ”I think NSR is a 

really good club. It’s easy to talk with the BoD and 

they listen to ones suggestions.” 

The other then says: “Ja helt sikkert. Jeg gad heller 

ikke være i en klub, hvor bestyrelsen ikke lyttede til 

medlemmerne”. / ”Yeah definitely. I wouldn’t want 

to be in a club where the BoD didn’t listen to its 

members”. 

21-Jun-2015 
Pony showjumping 

competition, NSR 

NSR held a district level competition with the 

Northern Zealand Championships for ponies. The 

atmosphere was positive and the competition ran 

smoothly without any delays or problems. One 

child was called up to the judge for whipping her 

pony too much. But other than that people seemed 

relaxed. A few people seemed annoyed that NSR 

didn’t use DRF Live, to live update results, but the 

classes where entered manually after each class 

instead. NSR cannot live update due to poor 

internet connection. 

Furthermore there is a great teamspirit – NSR 

members cheer for the NSR riders and stand 

together in small groups while watching the 

championships. 

22-Aug-2015 NSR 

After the first day of competition, all the helpers 

are invited for a barbeque dinner. The parents to 

one of the members are in charge of preparing the 

food and everyone sits together to eat. It is very 

informal, as the members sit and talk while eating. 

23-Aug-2015 
Horse showjumping 

competition, NSR 

Great atmosphere. Riders are standing around 

laughing, talking and watching the contestants in 

the arena. 
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Appendix O - NSR’s Website 

 

 

www.nsrklub.dk 

http://www.nsrklub.dk/
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Appendix P - Competitor Analysis 
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* Members of Allerød municipality / Members of other municipalities 

** Children under the age of 5 

*** Children under the age of 14 
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Appendix Q – Survey Data Summary 

- Survey data from the overall respondents, NSR members and non-members 

  


